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In Kansas City...

Panther
chief to
Calif.jail
VACAVILLE. Calif. — Black Panther Chief of Staff David Hilliard began
serving a one to 10 year term in state
prison in connection with a 1968 shootout
between Panthers and Oakland Police.
Hilliard was driven to the Vacaville
State Medical Facility, a prison 70 miles
northeast of San Francisco at week's
end, for 30 days of processing following
his sentencing in an Oakland Court.
He was issued his blue denim prison
grab and assigned a single cell after bem g turned over to state correctional authorities by Alameda County deputies.
He will be assigned to another state priSEE PAGE 4

Probe killing of
nude grid star
KANSAS CITY. Mo. — Larry D.
Roberts, a swift running back who would
have been a Cleveland Browns rookie in
12 days, was shot to death as he stood
naked on the doorstep of a neighbor.
Roberts, V. was killed by a single
caliber gunshot in the chest as he tried
to enter the apartment of Willis E. Minis,
33. Both Roberts and Minis are black.
"lie had opened the screen and was
DAVID HILLIARD
trying to open the inner door," Minis told
police. "I told him to go away, but he
didn't and the only thing he said w a s
some mumbled words that didn't make
any sense."
Police said Roberts' apartment w a s
in a group of buildings, each identical in
appearance and each with its own outside door. Officers said the victim could
have mistaken the Minis apartment for
his own a block away.
"He was nude and just standing
NEWARK, N. J. e- Mayor Kenneth A.
there, apparently trying to get in," a
Gibson said he believes he has been unthe 6-foot-3.
der surveillance by "four or five" gov- homicide detective said of
190-pound player, who was due to reernment agencies since before 1967.
camp of the NaGibson, in an interview marking his port to the training
League Cleveland Club
completion of one year as Mayor, said tional Football
he knows he was watched in 1967 dem- July 11.
Roberts' pretty w i f e. Co r a, a
onstrations before Newark's riot s in
"bunny" at the Kansas City Playboy
which 26 persons were killed.
husband left their
"I was mentioned in two or three Club, told police het'
two men
private reports of the Newark Police apartment Monday night with
saw him again.
dept. and the U. S. Justice dept.," said She said she never
Police gave no reason why Roberts
"I assume the agencies that watch
was nude when he was killed. They did
Gibson.
narcotics weie inactivists have been watching me for a not say if liquor or
was ordered.
number of years because 1 was an acti- volved, but an autopsy
Roberts. who played his college•sfpot
vist
State also as
Missouri
"Once they start watching you, they ball at Central
held the Missouri Interdon't stop watching just because you be- a track star. He
sVsolastic Athletic Association indoor recCome Mayor," he said.
high and low hurdles.
"If they want to waste time foolishly ord for the
His college coach, Howard Mahanes,
watching me, I have no objections" he
said. "I have nothing to hide. I'm not said of Roberts.
"Larry played four years of football
plotting to overthrow the government."
a fine football player
I make a joke of it. I start out my for us. He was
always an asset to the
speeches by saying: 'Friends, spies and for us. He was
school and the football team." Mahanes
" Gibson said,
bugs
said Mrs. Roberts was a football princess
Gibson said surveillance was justitwo years ago.
fied by danger to the public good, but he at the college
Roberts was a 13th round draft
choice of Cleveland two years ago. but
SEE PAGE 4

played last season for Winnipeg in t h e
Canadian Football League. A spokesman
for the Browns said Roberts had been
sent a contract but had not yet returned
it.
In the off season, Roberts was employed by a Kansas City department
store. He and his wife lived in a relatively new apartment complex in an older
neighborhood on the city's far east side.

Newark's mayor
says, 'spied on'

MAYOR KENNETH GIBSON

All's court win aids his sect
CHICAGO — Chicago a 'It or ney
Chauncey Eskridge, who represented Muhammad Ali in the boxer's landmark
draft evasion case before the U. S/ Supreme Court. doesn't think that the high
tribunal's ruling in Ali's favor will flood
the ranks of 'the Black Muslims with
young blacks hoping to avoid the draft.
Contacted by the New Courier Eskridge said he thought the ruling wouldinstead result in more Black Muslim
draft-age men in registering as conacientious objectors.
"T h e only thing that the (Supreme
Court) decision proved was that the Nation of Islam the Black Muslims) is a
legitimate religion," Eskridge told the
New Courier.,
Eskridge said heretofore Black Muslims who had applied for the CO status

were "given the shaft" pending the outcome of this week's Alt ruling.
"I can remember back in the SO's
and 60s when the Black Muslims were
involved in court cases, there were always sneering decisions handed down.
"And the general public was referring to them as segregationists, separatists, clandestine sect and a lot of other
names. But now — largely in part to the
recent Supreme Court ruling — it h a s
been proved that Black Muslims pray to
a god and are just as orthodox as the
NAACP."
Abass Rassoul, national secretary of
the Nation of Islam and other spokesmen for the Black Muslims were not
available for comment yesterday, but
other observers tended to agree with
Eskridge's assessments of the ramifica-

WASHINGTON — President Nixon nomic Opportunity for the remainand entertainer Sammy Davis Jr. der of the three year term expirshare a laugh during a ceremony ing Sept. 22, 1912. The council servin the White House at which the es as a general advisory board to
President announced the appoint- the director of the Office of Ecoment of Davis as a member of the nomic Opportunity. 11111 TeleNational Advisory Council on Eco- photo.)

uons of the Ali ruling.
On April 28, 1967, Ali refused to take
the required step forward during induction ceremonies in Houston, and on June
20, 1967 he was convicted of draft evaSEE PAGE 4

12 Panthers
innocent in
cop's death

CHICAGO — Building contractors for
the new CNA building being erected at
Wabash and VanBuren are in clear violation of the Affirmative Action Agreement, according to A. L. Dunlap coordinator for the Coalition for United Community Action.
Dunlap, together witn 25 representatives from the coalition, Operation
Breadbasket Commercial Assn , and
the Latin American Task Force, toured
the site Thursday in their continuing
investigaiton of new construction.

EW YORK — Louis "Satchmo" Armstrong. singer and jazz
trumpeter. died Tuesday morning at the age of 71. ironical13,
his death came two days after his birthday, The Fourth of
July.- Rend complete story page I.

He said he found 219 skilled white
laborers, IS black. and 3 Spanish workSEE PAGE 4

Tnree of
CHARLESTON, M i s s.
the Nation's most prominent civil rights
JuliAbernathy,
leaders the Rev. Ralph
an Bond and Mrs. Coretta King—mounted a flatbed truck on the Tallahatchie
County Courthouse Square a n d urged
Mississippi's blacks to register to vote.
"That ballot is sacred," said the
Rev. Mr. Abernathy, who succeeded the
slain Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. as
president of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference. "It has the blood
of Martin on it."
Several hundred blacks stood under
a cluster of huge oak trees and heard
the black leaders, who hope to improve
Fayette Mayor Charles Evers' chances
of becoming Mississippi's first black
Governor.
"You're in the struggle to liberate
yourselves and all people oppressed in
any way." said Dr. King's widow.
"We have an awful lot to vote for
we are deprived," she said.
be

MRS..CORETTA KING
"We are deprived of adequate housing.
quality education oppor,unities and job
opportunities.
"We'are entitled to all the right s

and opportunities anyone else is entitled
to. We are going to reels Cr and sole for
those who will meet our needs. Unless
we hate political power we won", have
economic justice."
Bond has been in Mississippi off and
on for weeks urging registration of
blacks, who now comprise 30 per cent
of the state's electorate. The Rev. Mr.
Abernathy is spending four days this
week in Mississippi.
Mrs. King came over from Atlanta
olds for the Tallahatchie County stop.
ENers, running as an independent
in the November General Election, will'
meet the winner of the August Democratic primaries. Seven whites are seeking the Democratic nomination.
Evers is urging blacks to - vote in the
primary for Jimmy Swan, the most ardent segregationist in the field. He said
his chances in November would he better against Swan than any other can-,
d‘date.

DETROIT — Twelve Black Panthers
charged with first-degree murder and
conspiracy to commit murder in the
shooting of a Detroit policeman have
2 days
/
been found innocent following 41
of deliberations by a jury of 10 blacks
and two whites.
Three of the defendants however,
were found guilty of felonious assault
and face prison sentences of up to four
years each.
After the verdict was read, the defendants, six men and six women, responded with shouts of joy and clenchedfist salutes.
Shouts of "Power to the People"
were heard throughout the Recorder's
(Criminal) Courtroom, which was cram•
med with Panther supporters.
"This has vindicated us and our defendants," said Elliot Hall, one of five
defense attorneys.
"This has shown that the prosecution used every device to hold most of
these people in jail since last October,
without a case."
Four of the young women were released on bond after being indicted by
the Wayne County Citizens Grand Jury
last November. The other eight defendants were held without bond.
The charges stemmed from the fatal
shooting of Patrolman Glenn E. Smith
outside the Panthers' Westside headquarters last Oct. 24.
The prosecution put 70 witnesses on
the stand during the 18-day trial.
The defense, confident the prosecution had not presented a case beyond
reasonable doubt surprised the court by
resting its ease without producing a single witness.

Black cowboys
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. — Don Daniels, left, and
Terry Simms, right, of Phoenie, Ariz., paused in
Albuquerquer before resuming a horseback ride,

from Phoenix to New York to promote black cowboys In the Old West and collect donations for a
Phoenix welfare center. (UPI TELEPHOTO)
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The big parade

Evers, Henry
cleaning up
Mississippi
By LOUIS MARTIN
Two friends, Charles Evers and
Aaron Henry. are running for
public offices in the state of Mississippi. Their slogan is "A Team
To Rebuild Mississippi." Mayor
le
Evers of Fayette is an independent
...,
\
t. Atei:;
candidate for governor of the state
and Aaron Henry, veteran NAACP
official, is seeking a seat in the Mississippi state legislature,
In an open letter to the citizens
of his district. Aaron Henry wrote
the following: "I do not mind being
called an agitator; yet no one can truthfully call me
an outside agitator. One can, however, honestly refer
to me as an inside agitator. Yet every housewife knows
what an agitator on a washing machine is. It is that
gadet that beats, out the filth, the dirt and grime from
clothing in the washing machine. That is what I have
tried to do for my community."
We have often written about the new interest of
blacks everywhere in the political process and the new
political revolution in the South. We have been primarily concerned with more power for blacks and for more
control over our own destiny. •
The evolution of civil rights agitators into serious
political candidates is a remarkable story. Aaron Henry, however, touches on another dimension to black
political development which should be of concern to
all citizens irrespective of their color.
The word politics is almost a synonym for corruption in our society. Politicians themselves often use the
"politics" as if it were a dirty word. Everyone accepts
the word statesman but they ignore the fact that you
have to become a politician in order to become a states-I
man.
President Harry Truman was one of the few
American presidents to boast of the fact that he was a
politician. He was a tough realist. He understood also
how political misdeeds loom larger in the public mind
than political good deeds.
The scandal attached to the disappearance of Alderman Fred Hubbard of Chicago, for instance, will be
remembered while the phenomenal job of freeing Gary
from the grip of gangsters which has been accomplished by Mayor Richard Hatcher will be forgotten.
The record will show, however, that most black
politicians share with Aaron Henry the great ambition
to "heat out filth, the r?irt and the grime" in their communities. •
For one thing. few black politicians have-any vested interests to protect and advance as have- many of
their white counterparts.
Black politicians in the main represent people and
not interests. There is a big difference here.
Thus all those who are concerned about good government. who are horrified by political corruption and
who want true reform should take notice of this difference.
No group, of course, has any monopoly on honesty
and integrity. Nevertheless, the black leaders who are
moving into the political arena today at all levels, local. state and national, are for the most part men and
women with a mission. They are committed to a
cause which serves the best interests of blacks and
the total society. When social justice is achieved for
blacks you can be sure that all others will be served.
Aaron Henry points out the achievements of
Charles Evers as mayor of Fayette and pledges in his
letter to work for similar results. Henry wrote:" When
T see what he has done for Fayette, Mississippi and
Jefferson County. in terms of bringing in industry and
helping all the merchants, farmers, adults and students of all races and religions earn a better living, I
know in my heart I own and can do the same thing
for Coahoma County. ,Jefferson County has seen four
new industries, employing around a thousand citizens
in Fayette and Jefferson County."
Charles Evers and Aaron Henry are the kind of
politicians who will save America for blacks and
whites. To them politics is not a dirty word.

ow
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ATHAN'S
N LOAN FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

Miss Simon
wins award
Camille Simon, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Emm4tt
Simon, Sr. of 1471 South
Parkway
East was the
winner of the Domestic D
vet Grant given by the na
tional body of the Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority.

PICTURED FROM LEFT, B. McKennley, program co•ordi•
nator; I). Thomas, founder of St. hides hospital; K. I..
*Strong, executive director; and the Rev. D. K. Herring Jr.,
president of M.K.C.O. Danny Thomas discussed with mem•
hers of the Mallory.1(nights the idea behind St. Jude hospital. Strong and the Rev. Mr. Herring. and the entire Board
of Directors will strive to acquaint Major Al Toler, Buuthern
Regional Director of St. Jude, with the leaders of the black
communities. Major Toler has previously called upon the
organization for help in informing black leaders, -hurches,
clubs, and organitations, as to the need and awareness
of it's full research operation.

1.1

She was sponsored h•
Beta Epsilon Omega Ch8;
ter of Memphis.
Miss Simon, a junior at
Hamilton high school, won
the all expense-paid tour by
submitting the winning essay in the sorority's national
contest. She wrote on the
subject, "Integration or Separatism: A Dilemma for
America."

0

'rhe tour, which will be
taken by winners from all
over, the country. includes
Chicago. Washington D. C
New York. Niagra Falls and
Boston.

new DAISY
0

RN wanted.,..
NEEDED: An R.N. interested in working with
pre-school children, coordinating medical and dental
care through various agencies. Supervision of paraprofessional a n d admmistrative res po n
Must be willing to work bird
and enjoy children.
For information call
525-8727 or come to E.C.D —
546 Bealt st.

SIGNET
POOR
is
BROTHER

'Shaft'comes to Memphis
"Shaft." a taos ie dealin.g
with a young hip detective
Harlem
is scheduled
in
for opening here at the Mateo Theater the first M August.
Cool, slick, smart and
dangerous. His is also a
cat who moves easily in
"Whitey's trough." A kind
of black man too many
know too little about.
The 'movie w.as produced
by Joel Freeman and directed by Gordon Parks.
"Shaft" is the second IVature to be •directed by

Parks.
Issac Hayes and the Bar.
Kaysrhythm section are
responsible for the musical
score of "Shaft."
"Shaft" is
played
by
Richard Roundtree in which
his role is that of a black
pr,vate detective caught in
a squeeze play between a
Mafia move and Harlem
mob operations.
The selection and grooming of Roundtree for his
in
starring
pivotal rale
"Shaft" marks the first
time a black actor has been
given a careful and con-

scientious star build-up,
Ellie Moore, Shaft's girl.
friend is played by Glenn
s M
Mitchell. M
was in Memphis Frida
to promote the film.
She was honored at a
luncheon whi,h was held
at the Chisca Plaza Variety
Club. From there she was
escorted on a tour of Stax
Recording Studios by Whit- 1
tier Sengstacke Jr., editor
of Tri State Defender and i
Cherry, assistantl
Loretta
public information staffer at
Stax.
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Nature's Strangest Animal Epic!
WALT DISNEY preseets A TRUE LIFE ADVENTURE
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"There's No Place Like Home"

GREAT H E SALE!
Furnish a new home or redecorate now... buy everything you need on easy terms!
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by famous BROYHILL!
Bold "Neuvo" Mediterranean grouping richly finished
,
00K veneers protected by matching plastic tops; dooreffect accents!

with

Your Choice Of Either
Of These Two Suites
.to

EASY
TERMS!
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WE FINANCE OUR OWN ACCOUNTS
Look at the styling! It's rich in the details that make

1.

Span;,h, or Italian design so popular. Check all the
quality features. like the rich, worm color achieved
through an exclusive machine graining process on
tupelo veneers and select hardwoods. Then look at The
price( Each grouping includes a triple dresser, mirror,
chest and headboard! Whichever you choose—you'll
be getting the buy of a lifetime—and you'll dream
happily ever afield

ta4f.

"EXCELLO" Italian Provincial styling at its very best, designed
for people with discriminating taste. Selected double stage machine graining on Tupelo Veneers and other hardwoods create a
rich cherry color.
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The essay contest, conducted bieonally, is open to
junior and senior high school
girls with superior scholaste
standing. Miss Simon waone of four winners from
the sorority's Southeastern
Region.
The local contest was under the supervision of the
Scholarship and T ra vet
Grants Committee.
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Le Bonheur
Women
Four Le Ronheur Club
women set the mood for what
a Children's hospital resembles. They painted "Snoopy"
characters on the
with
throughout the second floor
of the hospital.
Children, parents, and employees of the hospital have
been signing their names to
fences accompanying e ach
"Snoopy" figure on
the
walls. •
The "Snoopy" symbol is
also used ifor the arts and
crafts' cart which comes
around daily to each patient's room. Le Bontwur
Club women use this cart to
' hold
recreational
various
materials to be used by the
children.

MOVING?
THE LADIES OF ST. JUDE Baptist
Church, 853. East Trigg ave. are excitedly
planning their Annual Fashionette Tea to
be held in the University Room of the
Sheraton Motor Inn. 889 Union ave., Sun.
day Aug. 29, 1971, 4 til 7 p.m. Pictured
here are some of the committee chairmen
for this fabulous event. From left are Mrs.

E. Juanita Harris, publicity chairman; Mrs.
Dorothy Clariette, secretary; Mrs. Mary
E. White, first lady of the church; Mrs,
Wilma Walker, hostess and general chair•
man; Mrs. Mabel Purnell, chairman of
finance; and Mrs. Mable W. White, publicity. The church is pastored by the Rev.
James S. White.

I.. D. KENOLY and W. C. Hamilton, right, circuit super
visors of Jehovah's Witnesses in Mississippi have been
named "Keymen" for the "Divine Name" District C nvention of Jehosah's Witnesses to be held at the M i d

Miss Giles weds Joe Hays
The Fredonia Mi.,sionary
Baptist church of Stanton
was recently the scene for
the exchange of wedding
vows between Miss Francine
Gile's and Joe H. Mays. The
Rev. E. I,. Brown, pastor of
Mt. Pisgah C. M. E. Church
of Memphis. officiated.
Parents of the couple are
Mr, and Mrs. Jesse C. Giles.
Jr., of Stanton, and James
U. Mays and the late Mrs.
Mays of Jackson.
REV. LOUIS A WAKEFIELD was a guest speaker
in Dayton. Ohio, recently.
He was Youth Day speaker
at the Zion Mill M. B.
church where the Res. J. B.
Outlaw is pastor. The Rev.
Mr. Wakefield is pastor of
the Salem Gilfield Baprist
church on Florida st.
•

Song battle set
The Willing Workers Club
of Progr essive Baptist
church will sponsor a song
battle, Sunday, July 11, at
Foote Home Auditorium, 578
Mississippi blvd.
Fannie C 1 a rk Singers,
Wash Hobson Singers, and
the Greater Lakeview Youth
Choir will be featured in the
battle which will begirt at
4 p.m. Admission is $1.00.

The bride is a 1966 graduate of Haywood County
high school where She graduated among the top ten students in her class.'
In December of 1970 she
completed the requirements
for her B. S. degree in Sociology at the University of
Tennessee at Martin. Since
that time she has been enrolltkl at UTM in the Graduate school of Education and
has completed student teaching at Bitterest high school
in Memphis.
While at UTM Miss Giles
was a residence hall counselor; a member of the

Student Government House
Representatives
of
from
the United Collegians
'organization and from the
Liberal Arts Club; a nominee for 1970 Homecoming
queen, for campus leader,
for S t udent Government Senator from the Liberal Arts Department, and
as a contestant among the
"Ten Outstanding College
Women in America" sponsored by Glamour Magazine;
a member of the Liberal
Arts and University Bookstore Advisory Committees;
secretary of the Campus
Com mun ity Coordinating
Committee; treasurer of the
Senator Class; vice-president
and activities chairman of
the Community Service
Club; chairman of the UTM
Spirit Committee; president
of Zeta Lambda chapter of
Alpha Kappa Alpha soroity;
a co-chairman of the 1970
Homecoming
parade
at
UTM; and one of the three
represenatives from LITIN on
the committee of Student
. Counselors to the President
of the University of Tennessee.

She was elected to "Who's
Who A m o ng Students in
American Colleges and Universities."
Last fall she participated
in a tutorial program sponsored by the Community
Service Club in which she
helped to tutor students at
the Martin elementary
school. She received social
work training at the Gibson
County Department of Pub,
lie Welfare during the winter
quarter of 1970. Last quarter
she participated as a student
panelist in the University's
first annual Rural Social
Work Conference.
'The groom is a graduate
of Montgomery high school
in Lexington. He received
his B. S. degree in History
from Lane college and his
Master's degree in Education at the University of Tennessee. He is presently employed as 3 History insturctor at Jackson State Community college.

South Coliseum, July 12-18. Kenoly will speak on Friday
at the convention at 7:30 p.m. on the subject, "Association
that Builds Friendship with God." Hamilton speaks Saturday at 7 p.m. on "Do You Have the Evangelizing Spirit."

Zion District
Congress Meets

For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
FreeEstimates
Von Co.
493 S. Main St.

E-Z Storage &

AUTOMOBILE REPAIRS
CASH OR CREDIT

The Seventeenth Annual Session of the -Zion District
Congress will meet in Bailey, Tenn., at the historic new
Wright Chapel Missionary Baptist Church at 4009 Bailey
Station rd.
The Congress is scheduled to start July 20 till the 23d,
Tuesday night the Congress will open officially with the
famous Beaugard Brothers along with the 20 church choirs
of the district.
The Rev. H. P. Sandridge, president, said "I feel al
this time Zion District is one of the strongest Congress in
the State of Tennessee. We are hoping that all roads will
lead to the three day convention that is just 20 minutes
from downtown Memphis."

NO FINANCE CHARGE

Factory Rebuilt motors installed on time.
Automatic Transmissions-Guaranteed on time.
Paint jobs - cash or on time.
All Body work and Wrecks built cash or easy payments, also insurance jobs.
5. Air conditioning, cash or .$5.00 per week.
b. All glass work.
7. Used and rebuilt auto parts.

1,
2.
3.
4.

.COME TO SEE US-YOU WILL BE GLAD YOU DID.

JEFFCOAT MOTORS
297
Vance Ave Downtown

PH. 526-0373

He added "We want all of our friends to come and see
Ibis great Congress in action. Last year over $3,000 was;
given in scholarships to students affiliated wi, h this MOVe
ment.

NOTICE TO OUR
READERS
use our coupons in your

uy U.S. Bonds

TRI-STATE DEFENDER weekly

Pic-Pac . . . Fred Montesi . . . and Kroger

A reception followed the
wedding ceremony at thel
home of the bride.

Thanks...
The wife and family of the
late Mr. Harrison De Saneu
wishes to express thanks to
the officiating Minister, the
Rev. Thomas Vasser, asst.
pastor, and the choir of the
New F r ie ndship Baptist
church for the beautiful
service rendered
at the
funeral of Mr. DeSaneu.
Thanks are also extended
to all relatives, friends, and
neighbors for visits„ cards,
flowers, telephone calls and
many other ways of kindness
shown during the illness
and passing of their loved
one.

Friends' Day
The Women's Executive
Council of the Baptist General Assn. will observe it's
annual Friends Day Thurs-'
day July, 8, 1971 at Castalia
Baptist church at 1540 Castalia St. at 11 a.m.
The president is asking
allinembers to be present.
Mr. D. H. Briawn is presi-.
dent. The Rev. C. Mims is
Pastor and Mrs. F. H
Bynum is the reporter.

Youth Day
observance
The Young People of First
Baptist Church, Broad ave.,
culminated its Annual Youth
Activities with an inspirational program held at the
church recently.
Master of Ceremonies was
First B a ptist'S Reginald
Mosby who also served as
Sunday School superintendent for the day. The guest
speaker was Juvenile Court
Judge Kenn eth Turner.
Miss Johnnie Mae Anderson
of New Philadelphia Rapist church on Mendenhall
tang the Lord's Prayer.
Other activities included
church picnic at Chicasaw
State Park on the Saturday
orior to the program.
Mrs. Milton Burchfield,
II and Miss Margaret Cunningham
were chairmen.
The Rev. H.C. Cherry is
pastor. The theme for the
occasion was: "Youth in an
Age of Social Change."
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Help Mom and Dad
pay your way through
college.

W ith this coupon arid $5 additional purchase. excluding tobacco. milk and frozen milk
products. Limit one coupon
per family.

EXTRA SAVINGS FOR YOU
ON All SIZES

If you're goon enough to get an
Army ROTC scholarship, it'll pay
for all your tuition, books and lab
fees. And give you year 'round
spending money.

7-0t.
Juice
Glen

If you're a high school graduate
and you take ROTC when you gel a
crack at o three-year scholarship in
lour freshman year. Or a two-year
one the year after. Or one that'll
pay for your last year.

15-0z.
Ice Tea
Glass
18-0z.
Ice Tea
Glass
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the country. And you'll have the
chance to see some of the world,
too.
Check it out. Write one of the
officers below. There's no obligation. Just a great opportunity.

LTC Chori•s D. Wendell
Alcorn AIM College
Lerman, Miss. 39096

ARMY ROTC.
make it.

LTC Samuel Washington, :rt.
Fkorida AIM University
, Fla. 32307

A great way to

LTC Liss. M. Roberts
Jackson State C•Ilege
Jackson, Miss. 39217

With Army ROTC, you never lose.
Even if you don't win a scholarship
and the folks wind up footing the
bills, you get an Army commission
when you graduate. That makes a
college investment pay off a lot
better. For years to come.
As an Army officer, you'll ex
ercise leadership. Manage men and
material. Work closely with people
from all walks of life. From all over

LTC Jelin H. 14411, Jr.
Alai:mina AIM C•Ilegit
Normal, Al.. 35762

Major Oriel, McCrady
Her* Caroline ALT SW,University
Greensboro, N.C. 27405

Major James A. Herres
Chi•l, Min Ito 9,
ATTN: AJAGR-P
HO, Third US Army
Ft WM...see, Ga. 30330

LTC Willie L. Johnson
South Comilne Stet* College
Orangeburg, S.C. 79115
LTC Arthur H. Ioisissuok
Teske's.* Instihstst
Tusbegise, Al.. Wag
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Blacks unhappy over J. Ford verdict
Black Tennessians are most unhappy with the verdict of not guilty f or
novelist Jesse Hill Ford of Humboldt,
Tenn., in the shooting of a black Army
private,
Ford, author of "The Liberation of
Lord Byron Jones," was aquitted by a
biracial jury — one juror was black, —
after a week long trial on murder charges in the death of Pvt. Henry Doaks Jr..
21.
Doaks was killed the night of last
Nov. 16 while sitting in his parked car
on the Ford estate.
Ford's trial had created tension in
both the white and black communities in
Humboldt about 90 miles east of Mem,

phis and a mixed crowd gathered at the
courthouse when it became apparent the
jury was about to return a verdict.
The crowd began to drift away
shortly after the all-male jury of 11
whites and one black rep:tied to Circuit
Court Judge Dick Jerman,
However, Robert Johnson, a y 0 u ng
black, said the black eo:nmunity would
not accept the jury's decis.on.
"Anybody can go around Humboldt
shooting pCopla and get away with it."
Johnson said. "Most blacks feel the way
I do. And this verdi.t won't be accepted.
"If a black did this, they wouldn't
wait three days before they hung him."

Gibson says
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE it
said he opposed "general kinds of surveillance that has no reason" •
"But a lot of it's going on and we
know it," he said. "We don't know how
much is going on and a guy could go
crazy trying to find out"
Gibson said he felt he was "firmly
in control" and had revitalized a city
bureaucracy that was "out of joint. suffering from inertp" when he took office.
He said he was trying to increase
the number of blacks on the city's police
force, but could not boost the proportion
of black policemen from 10 per cent to
110 per cent in one year's time.
"The most important thing is to hire
good cops. There's nothing magic about

Al's court
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE I
sion. fined $10,000 and sentenced to five
'ears in prison.
The long tortuous court proceedings
came to an end with the Supreme Court
declaring that he had met all three tests
for eonscientous objector status.
"In order to qualify for classification," the court ruled, a man "must show
that he is conscientiously opposed to war
in any form
. he must sh,w that this
opposition is based on religious training
and belief, as the term has been construded in our decisions . . and he must
show that this objection is sincere."
Only eight of the chief justices participated in t h e unsigned verdict. Judge
Thurgood Marshall had disqualified himself, since he had been active in the Justice Department at the time the govern•
ment first took action against Ali.
Justice William 0. Douglas said that
Alt's statements that he would, if necessary, fight against non-believers of t h e
Muslim faith was based on the religion's
teaching and should not he held against
him,

being black In the past, black cops were
hued because of their brutality toward
black people." he said.

Panther
CONTINUED FROM PAGE it
son after completing his processing.
Hilliard was convicted last month of
assault with a deadly weapon on a police
officer following three days of deliberation by an Alameda County Superior
Court jury. The panel found him innocent of attempted murder
Judge William J. Harris sentenced
him to an indeterminate one to to years
sentence for assault with a deadly weapon. shaving five years off the maxi.
mum term he could have received for
assault on a policeman. The judge remeted a probation report that recommended Hilliard he sentenced to a year
in the county Jail.
"Power to the People." Hilliard said
as he left the courtroom, raising his
clenched fist in a Panther salute.
The April 6. 1968, gun battle.in West
Oakland left Panther Bobby Huttgn dead
and two policemen and two ?anthers
wounded. Eldridge Cleaver who later
fled to Algeria where he heads a dissident Panther faction, was also charged
with attempted murder.
Hilliard denied during the trial that
he was involved in the gun battle.

Builder's
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE it
ing on the CNA building. Of the 72
unskilled laborers, he said, 36 were
black. But he said many of the white
laborers were college students who did
not even have union cards.

George Doaks Sr., father of the victim, also said he was not satisfied with
the verdict.
"My boy was shot down in cold
blood," Dorki said. "He didn't have a
knife or gun or anything."
But the' prosecutor, Dist'Atty. Gen.
A. Kinfon, said he felt "the state has
net its obligation.
"The jury has spoken and that is the
law."
Ford. 42, said he would continue to
live in Humboldt despite the reaction.
The chief prosecution witness was 16year-old Allie V. Andrews, a second cousin of Doaks who was in the car with
hini when he was killed.
She told the jury Doaks had picked
her up along with a four-year-old girl
with whom she was babysitting. She said
'Doaks pulled into the half mile long Ford

estate driveway by mistake after a stop
.at a drive-in restaurant.
Ford testified that he and his family
had been the victims of continuous anonymous telephone calls, most aimed at his
17-ye'ar-old son, Charles, as a result of
his book. He said he fired two warning
shots at the ear after telling the occupants they were under arrest.
He testified, with the jury out of the
courtroom, that he believed Miss Andrews was the caller in most of t h d
harassing telephone calls.
Defense Atty. John Kiser attempted
to connect Miss Andrews with the calls
during cross examination.
Kiser asked her if she was related
to a local woman who claims to have
been portrayed in Ford's book as t h e
amoral wife of a black undertaker.
The girl confirmed the relation.

Buy United States
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Satchmo dead at 71
NEW l'ORK — Louts "Satchmo"
Armstrong, the gravel-voiced singer and
jazz trumpeter, died early Tuesday morning a this home. He was 71.
Armstrong, only recently released
from Beth Israel Medical Center after a
long seige of kidney and heart trouble,
had been practicing an hour a day on
his gold-plated trumpet for a return to

Peet to
go West
Rickey Peete, 16. representing t h e
Youth Organization United which c 0nsists of 350 organizations in Los Angeles
at a three-month seminar on UCLA campus that began July 7.
The' workshop will last for seven
hours a day and deals with the different
racial problems and how they can be
coped with.
"Warren Lewis, president of t h e
Black Knig,hts, along with Joe Purd
program director of the Black Knights,
and Isaac Hayes. vice president Of the
Black Knights have been very instrumental in helping me choose the directions that I wanted to take," said Peete.
Peete said •'I will rep-esent four
states at the convention, Tennessee. Mississippi, Georgia, and Alabama. 1 w a s
very proud to receive the honor to represent one fifth of the Sculls at the convention.
Peels continued sitvinig that "I hope
to bring back the answer on how to unite
black people and help them to uplift
themselves from the ghetto and also a
way to develop leadership in the black
,•timmunity."

This coupon is worth
(one to a customer)
20% off on all services
(Except Gas)

work.
His death at his home in the Corona
section of Queens was announced by Bill
Doll Associates, his publicists.
"Louie died quietly at his home at
5:30 a.m, today," the spokesman said.
Armstrong had entered Beth Israel
Hospital March 15 in critical condition.
After several setbacks, which forced doctors to perform tracheotomy and place
him in a respirator, he regained h i s
strength.
The hospital was deluged with mail
for the New Orleans-born jazz great and
President Nixon sent a telegram which
Armstrong taped to his door.
"I had a list of things wrong with
me so long I couldn't see how one cat
could have so many and get over them,"
he said after his discharge from the hospital. "I guess I'm ail old cat you can't
lose."
Armstrong was born July 4, 1900, the
son of a housemaid and a turpentine factors. worker. He grew up on Perdido St.
in New Orleans where jazz was born.
"We were poor and everything," he
recalled later, "but music was All around
you. Music kept you rolling." From
there Armstrong took his trumpet, h
gravel voice, the music he did much to
create and conquered the world.
"Before Louis appeared on the scene.
jazz trumpet was a pretty conventional
affair, with its roots very strongly in
marAing hand music." one critic wrote.
-Louis changed all that. He brought flair
a sense of style, to the horn.
"He opened horizons in all directions
which jazzmen on all instruments — and
vocalists as well — are still exploring.
Along with Duke Ellington. he's probably
the most important single figure
He appeared ;n many mot;on
tl,^e. from "Cabin In the Sky" in 1943
to •'Ilieh Societe" in 1956, with Ion gtime Vend Bing Cosby.
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She'll never need Wonder Bread
more than right now.
The time to grow bigger and stronger is
during the "Wonder Years"— ages 1 through
12 —when a child reaches 90% of adult
height. Help your child by serving Wonder
Enriched Bread. Each slice supplies vitamins,
minerals, carbohydrates and protein.
Delicious Wonder Bread!
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of theapevent.
The festival. wli•ch began
Friday night and was scheduled to continue through
Sunday, was called off after
200 gatecrashers rushed the,
stage and refused to leave

aeteak..
by Joe Black
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"Hey, Baby, let it all hang out!"
"Tell it like it is."
"Don't blow your cool."
"Heavy, Baby."
"Do your own thing, Dude."
"Crazy, Dad."

Helps build
strong bodies
12 ways&
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"Big enough to reach the peanut butter. Blames teens for halting
Newport Jazz Festival
That how big I wantto be!"
NEWPORT. R.I. —
— The producer of the abortive Newport Jazz Festival
angrily blamed youtlis "stoned" on drug, for disturbatic
es that forced cancellation
of the remaining two days

t
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Two black cats rapping? Wrong. That conversation is from the Sunday comics. I reprint it
here to prove a point:There is no Black language.
'There are the African languages, of course. But I'm
referring to the communication tool of the Black
people born in the United States.

Longer...
et milder

This is 1971. And never before has it been
‘o important for Black youth to masser the English
language. Our young people don't have to sound
like Rhodes scholars, but they must be able to
communicate with citizens of the Black or white
community. That is the only way they can reach
heir fullest potential as wage-earners or producers.

More important, when we don't learn English,
give credence to the stereotype that Blacks are
mentally inferior to whites. White immigrants
come to this country and master English—but we
Black people, who are born here, act like we don't
have the ability to do so.
we
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There are better job opportunities available for
minority group citizens today. And those jobs are
not going to the guys who apply for emplwment
by saying: "Dig, man, I need a gig."

If we do nothing to destroy this false image
of inferiority, then we too are telling ourselves and
our Black brothers and sisters that "you are
less than, you are not equal to other American
citizens."

MOD

longerlength-milder taste.
You get both with

PALL MALL GOLD 100's
20 mg -it( -.14 mg rams av ter alpirent CT

Where Fresh Things
Are Happening!
BELZONI, Miss. — Civil rights leader John
Lewis and Georgia State Rep, Julian Bond,
both officials of the non-partisan V o te r
Education Project IVEri, conduct door-todoor visits to encourage black voter rills

!radon. The VEP•sponsored Mississippi Vot
lug Rights Tour will include public speaking and local canvassing in a 21-county
area.

DREW, Miss. — Civil rights leader John
Lewis and Georgia State Rep. Julion Band,
both officials of the (VEP), encourage a
group of black non-partisan Voter Education
Project youth to register and vote. The VEP•

sponsored Mississippi Voting Rights Tout
will inclvde public speaking and local canvassing In a 2i-counts area. (See photo in
side.)

MSU theater...
Mrs. Maxine A. Smith told
Tri-State Defender that
a group of citizens and par
cuts concerned about mans
of the problems in the school
System are urging her to enter the coming city elections
as a candidate for the Board
of Education. Mrs. Smith
said many of the parents
with whom she has worked
during the school crisis feel
that she would be a definite
asset to the board.

the

The enormously popular
and 1 ouch' ng musical,
"Fiddler On The Roof," will
be the Memphis State university Music Theater's second
summer production.

Tile principal character
is the dairyman, Tevye. a
pious person who has raised
five daughters with the aid
of
quotations
from
the
Scriptures.

Running July 7-25 at the
Harris
Music
Auditorium
on Central ave., "Fiddler On
The Roof" is a heartwarming story of the townspeople of. Anatevka, an
impoverished peasant town
in Tsarist Russia populated
largely h y h ard-working
Jewish families.

Robert Levine, a member of the Lincoln Center
Repertory Co. of New York,
will be guest artist in the
leading
role. Surrounding
Tevye in the small village
which hears little news of the
outside world and where
lives are governed strictly
by the age-old laws of Tra-

By CARLOTTA WATSON
Musing:
A
sound
body
makes a sound temple for
God to Dwell in. People
from 1885 suffered and moved upward. This was done
in order to give you an opportunity to develop your
mind. Selected.
Dear Carlotta Watson:
I am no jealous of almost
everyone I know that I
can hardly think straight. -To
me, every girl is prettier
and smarter than I am, and
more fun to be with. Even
when I do something in
school or land a date with a
desirable boy, I still don't
seem to measure up. I don't
like this, but I don't seem to
be able to do anythiseg• &soul
it.
W:W.

ing those things. The surer
you feel of your own worth.
the less reason and need
you'll have to envy others.
Dear Carlotta Watson:
A girl in our rises recently
won a prize in an essay
contest, and now no one
can get along with her. She
was once fun, but now she is
'so busy talking about her ,
"writing career" that ,she!
is a crashing bore. How' cant
we her friends, make her
realize that the world isn't
going to stop just becattie
she won a prize in ay contest

&non - are Golde, his wife,
playen by Ruth Monroe and Yente, The Matchmaker,
played by Anastasia HerM.
-Fiddler On The Roof"
is
based
on
Sholon
Aleichem's stories, with book
by Joseph Stein, music by
Jerry Bock, lyrics by Sheldon Harnick and the original

The Cope Social Club recently held a tea at Kansas
Neighborhood Center,
Mrs. Estese Drain, a Federation president, w a s the
M.C. of the evening. Judia
Colmon sang "The Lord's
Prayer". Miss Mercia Mitchell sang "Exodus".
Barmon Freeman, grandson of Mrs. Delia Brown,
vice president, flew in from
Little Rock, Ark, to give an

production d
ected and
choreographed by Jerome
Robbins. The MSU produc•
tion will be staged by George
Touliatos, choreography by
Barry Fuller and designed by David Gam). The orchestra will be under the
musical direction of George
Osborne.

Tickets for Fiddler are
now on sale at the MSU
BoX Office in the University
Center on the main campus.
Mail Orders are accepted
with a self-addressed stamped envelope, mailed to MSU
Box Office, P.O. Box 82400 or persons may call 321-1043
for reservations.

instrumental solo.

president ot tlie Federation
of Colored Women's Club,
gave a speech on -Love".
Mrs. Emma Shaw gave a
reading "Tomorrow."

Mrs. Viola Hill gave a
speech and recited "If"( by
Kipling), along with her was
Mrs. Lillie Kraft.
Miss Jean Brown, and
her accompanist, Mrs. Lucille Rhinewood, gave two
Musical selections. "He Got
the Whole World in His
Hands" and "Because". Miss
Brown is' the daughter of the
vice president Mrs. Brown.
Mrs. Mary Taylor, vice

456 VANCE AVE.
525-1081

.

Offering

Miss Doris Williams and
Miss Paris Brown were the
hostesses for the evening.
Miss Jennie Fowler and
Miss Debra Clemmer were
ushers.

Free Training
with excellent working
Opportunities
Apply between 9.00 A.M.
and 4:30 P.M.

Mrs. Classie Williams is
the reporter.

Dear We:

Can one detect a Orin.
note of Jealousy in your
words? Of course_ the girl
is excited and full 9f joy.
if you were 'her' really
friend, you would' be glad
Jealousy usually indicates
for her and allow her a
a dissatisfaction with yoself, reflected in . your ,ert- .fittle gloating time. She has
vious attitude toward others.. been Singled out for a special honor; let her savor
Instead of wasting energy
and talk about it for awhile
feeling sorry for yourself,
without being critical She
set about improving yourwill simmer down soon. But
self. Take time to figure
continued to carp, and you
out what you don't like about
won't even get an auto-1
Yourself and what qualities
graphed copy of her first
you most admire in others.
book! Ha! Ha!
Then get to work at chang-

i
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OLD CHINESE COOK say:
velhi fine chop steal start
with Speas Vinegar

(For instance, last year we
bought almost 2/
1
2 million
pounds of Beechwood
strips ...enough to fill
67 freight cars.)

Make It with
that grand old name in einegan

SPEAS

DAPPLltclIDDift

FRtli Vinegar Booklet with recipes and
unusual uses for vinegar. Write Spelt'
Convey,2400 Nicholson Avenue, Kansee City, Missouri 64120.
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My view

Our stake in the struggle
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more
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Harvard honors them
University, the oldest
In its 320th Commencement, Harvard
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Just an observation
on the wide use of dope
BY DR. BENJAMIN E. MAYS
Those who argue that Army discipline
is so wonderful may need to change their
minds on this ooint. The Army seems
not to be able to do anything about the
large number of soldiers who are using
drugs in. Vietnam. It has been estimated
that from 20 to 30 percent of the soldiers
in Vietnam are heavy users of drugs
that a high percentage of them u s e
heroin.
The army seems to be helpless to
cope with the problem. Maybe the army
has not tried. I have never been in the
Army, but I hear that the Army has
never tried to keep soldiers from drinking and it has placed no restraint on the
soldiers' sex behavior.
The soldier is disciplined if his drinking interferes with his duty as a soldier
or if he catches a venereal disease and
has not taken the proper precaution to
prevent spreading the disease. The Army
is not a guardian of a soldier's moral.
It may be the Army has been equally
lenient on soldiers who smoke marijuana
or use heroin.
It has been generally known that the
use of drugs is a problem in this country. But as long as it was believed that
most of the users were Negroes or
Pureto Ricans, the government seemed
not to care. But it is clear that white
users are many and since the addiction
is high among our soldiers in Vietnam
a n d among many returning from Vietand
s, nam, the government is concerned
alarmed.
The President said in his message on
drugs that "Not very long ago, it was
possible for Americans to persuade them-

1

selves, with some justification, that
narcotic addiction was a class oroblem.
Whether or not this was an accurate
picture is irrelevant today, because now
the problem is universal." What did the
President mean vy "class"? D.d he
mean Negroes and Puerto Ricans? If so,
does it imply that it became serious only
when it became universal?
Be that as it may, the President is
aroused and plans to do something about
the problem. He is asking the Congress
to appropriate $165,000,000 to deal with
the problem: "Develop over-all Federaal
strategy for drug abuse prevention programs, set program goals, objectives and
priorities, carry out programs thru other
Federal agencies, develop guidance and
standards for operating agencies and
evaluate performance of all programs."
The purpose is to provide treatment
for the addicted, stop the spread of it
and punish severely those who sell ckpe.
The aim also is to stop production of
opium an] the 7,rowing.of poppies.
I think it is high time for some pressure to be brought upon the President
and Congress for them to see to it that
when n e w appropriation, such as this
one, are made, there will be no discrim,nation against Negrz:es and other minority groups.
The $165.000.000 which will be appropriated to fight narcotics will require
no doubt several thousand new jobs. If
blacks are eleven percent of the population, they should get eleven percent of
the new jobs and the associate director
should be black. What about It Mr.
President?

National hotline

By DIGGS DATROOTH
(111stylbat.1 by Sosirslocke Newspap,$)
FURTHER ON: It should have been
Washington —Bigbut Southern legislators
gest aside for the little conlifort,
"I told you" sos all over
Black Caucus Dinner were churkling,
last week when HEW studies
was the way the Ad- the place
black school chilministration blac ks revealed that Northern
around into diswere present. Every dren had been shunted
Even New
brother of statue in criminated school situations.
to hang its head when its
the Administration was York City had
were unveiled. This
on hand at the Shera- percentage points
will not, however deter civil rights leadshaking
Park
ton
the oroblem that
hands and greeting ers from zeroing in on
in the South. Stalwarts will
the 2,800 guests who yet exists
the meaning of these figures
the room. As Con- examine
when NAACP meets later in July.
gressman Billy Clay of Missouri pointed
out "It was wall to wall blacks." The
When the Nixon Administration movCaucus picked up about $250,000 which ed against Black Jack, a suburb of St.
on
program
its
project
to
it can now use
Louis on housing discrimination, it was
a national basis. It marked the first a ready made case. It was clear that the
time any such project as this has been
residents were rezoning to bar blacks
structured and it paid off. Ossie Davis from the area and at the same time the
stole the show with his presentation say- area is solidly Democratic. Atty. Genering "We don't need a mars We need a
al John Mitchell filed the necessary suit
plan."
thereby taking the pressure that h a d
been building on HUD Secty. Geor g e
There 'is strong feeling here that the
back. HUD was prepared to
Caucus is now recognized as an effec- Romney's
finance the new housing planned for the
tive political force. Already it has flexed
area.
its muscles and whomever gets the DemWINGING LIKE SAY: D.C. Del. Walocratic or Republican nod for the presidency will have to seriously consider the ter Fauntroy showed his skill as a pracCaucus. Even the one dissident member tical politician when he backed away
is rethinking his role with thd group and from seeking a subcommittee chairmanship on the House District Committee a
deciding he had better come on in.
few days ago. Fauntroy was bucking a
RIGHT ON: Black publishers meettradition against freshmen Congressmen
ing in Atlanta, who couldn't get here for and
under the pressure the whole subthe Caucus dinner, were expressing symcould have been lost.
committee
supporting
resolutions
pathy. They passed
govthe
with
Court ruling upholding
Supreme
hassle
The
its
in
the N.Y. Times
ernment; backing Black Perspective on the closingo f Mississippi swimming pools
may have some positive side effects. The
the News and CBS fight over its unused
tapes on the "Selling of the Pentagon." City Council may propose a bond issue
Garth Reeves walked off with the presi- to construct new pools which will give
dency, but the focus was still on the na- the black voters another say-so in t h e
tion's capital. Soon the publishers will be bond issue money. — Oh well, at least it
assembling here examining the Cautus is a hope ... There is only one month
left before the new HUD guidelines will
and its techniques
on race labeling in housing
Look for Jackie Robinson to redouble go into ciffect
grown out of studies by
his efforts aiding juveniles since his son ads. This has
Commission where testiwho was killed was in the same work. the Civil Rights
given Indicating that some
Young Robinson had licked the drug hab- mony was
estate people advertise "Anyone
it and gone on to serve in a rehab cen- real
as a hint to prospective black
ter for others. When his sports car spun can buy,"
out, he was en route home from setting buyers.
INSIDE STUFF: Around this 0 I e
up a gala benefit to fight the drug proby which com
lem ... Vernon Jordan got the Urban town is a gildedallexpresswa
sides separating Vir
pletely circles
League job because he was conservant
counties from the
with industry while also militantly coo- gioia and Maryland

week Green of Oregon to fill a vacancy on the
Channel 5 threw a party last
y of House District Committee.
to celebrate the first anniversar
Congressman Fauntroy who has hardwith
"Black News," a weekly program
co- ly gotten to warm his seat good since
Don Alexander and Larry Bryant as
election in March as tn, first delehosts. A wag munching on hors d'oeuvres his
'Last
in more than 100 years, had pushed
gate
the
be
will
this
if
asked, "Wonder
Lee Aspin (D.Wis.) for the spot.
for
Rep.
"
Breakfast
'Last
that
like
Supper?'
Aspin is a strong supporter of Home Rule
Harrambee." He was referring to the
n, while Mrs. Green is a s
second anniversary celebration of t h e for Washingto
Sta- moved m ore and more to the right, votpopular disc jockey was fired from
key issues with House conservation WOL, a black oriented outlet, for not ing on
says he had a verbal
June 2 with 50 guests invited for break- tives. Fauntroy
commitment from t We House leadership
fast on camera.
advocate on the
Two days later, the hostess of Har- to put' a Home Rule has no vote in
. He himself
ambee since its inception Carol Randolph committee
. . Fauntroy and Rep.
w a s called in and told she was termi- the House. .
Ohio) intervened in a
(D.
Stokes
Louis
she
but
made,
was
n
explanatio
nated. No
100 black employees of
by
staged
sit-in
weeks
nine
for
check
a
handed
was
Congress last week. It
severance pay for four weeks vacation. the Library of
by deck attendants protestOn June 21, Bob Terry better known as was sparked
GS 3 ratings and de"Nighthawk" a n d Washington's most ing their GS 2 and
manding that they be upgraded to GS 4
popular disc jockey .was from Station
positions which would pay
WOL, a black oriented outlet, for not and GS 6
the first ste'p.
"adhering to company policy." The t w o $6,202 and $7,727 at
incidets have set off a wave of communiQuincy Mumford, chief librarian, at
ty reaction, many seeing them as a pat- first ordered 28 of the protesters suspendtern of deliberate cutbacks on this type ed, but later softened this somewhat. It
of programming and the r eduction of
is a fact that the Library of Congress has
blacks in broadcasting.
a poor record in the upgrading of minoriWTOP, a CBS outlet, has insisted
ties. Of 3,665 full time employees, 1,309
that Harambee is to be retained, but in are black, 91 Oriental and 39 Spanish
of
ns
a different format - currently, re-ru
surnamed. One Oriental and no blacks
the show are being shown for the sum- are among the 63 top GS 16-18 employees.
the
of
mer - Other black employees
Three blacks and six Orientals and t w o
media have banded together in an ad hoc Spanish sur-named are among the 183
committee which includes Actor Robert GS 14-15 jobs. A survey shows that 76
,rd Alexander Jr. percent of the black employees are GS 8
Hooks and Atty. Cliff,
The group has held several conferences and
.
with the management of WTOP.
Over at the Justice Department. the
Among its demands are the re-hiring
black woman, Miss Marojrie Jackof Mrs. Randolph and the establishment first
of New York, was named assistant
of a community advisory board, plus son
of the Immigration and Naturalimore b lack professionals in manage- director
Service in New York. Miss Jackment and key positions. Six months ago, zation
son met with Atty. General John Mitchell
WTOP brought in Mrs. Cathy Aldridge, a
and told reporters that she is not a
reporter,
ewspaper
former New York n
Women's Lib Adherent and that as a
Gradually,
director.
as Urban Affairs
woman, she has been given the opportunfor
producer
executive
into
she moved
ity to advace at Justice. Her rating is
on
often
appearing
began
and
Harambee
GS 15 which makes tier the highest
a
r.
interviewe
ranking black woman.
This precipitated rumors that M r s.
SUNDRIES
Aldridge was hired specifically to reThe Associated Press registered a
place Mrs. Randolph. This she denies
objection when the V o ic e of
vehemently, though she sat in with man- strong
America usurped the entire press conferagement when Mrs. Randolph was told
held by President Leopold Senghor
of her termination. The committee h a s ence
Senegal, at Blair House last week. ts
asked that Mrs. Aldridge be confind x- of
a result none of the non-government
elusively to Urban Affairs which would
media got a chance to ask questions of
with
job
relations
public
be in effect a
visiting statesman. . . rumor has
the
.
community
black
n
the Washingto
that Chairman W. H. Brown
Meanwhile, the Capital Press Club surfaced
of the Equal Employment Opportuniasked the Equal Employment Opportuni- III
n will be named to succeed
ty Committe to open an investigation in- Commissio
Judge William H. Hastie who reto the hiring practices of the communi- Federal
retired from the Third Circuit
cating media and aroused community cently
ia. .
groups were g,rding for a selective buy- in Philadelph brewing in the CommuniTrouble is
ing campaign against the advertisers of
ty Relations Service, the agency set up
WTOP and WOL.
to conciliate racial disputes. Focal point
FaunE.
Walter
A wiser, but sadden
the matter is on employment policies.
of
the
of
way
hard
the
troy was learning
Fearful of wholesale firings under
.
.
that
know
didn't
"I
Congress.
o!
workings
postal reorganization, black emnew
the
commenthe
lied,"
Congress
of
,
member:
their sympathizers were
ed bitterly after the Committee on Com- ployees a n d
demonstrate July 1 when t is e
mittees of the House chaired by Wilbur poised to
Authority goes into effect.
Mills of Arkansas, chose Mrs. Edith new Postal

Being Frank

Top officials' talks
dominate NNPA confab
By FRANK L. STANLEY
During the 35 years which I have
been a professional journalist, it has been
my privilege to listen to speeches of high
public officials in many places both at
home and abroad. At the 31st Annual
Convention of the National Newspaper
Publishers Association we probably had
more speech making than before, because
it was a convention truly top heavy with
government officials.
Moreover, it has been my good fortune to make three foreign trips at the
request of the United States government,
and my missions entailed conferring with
our top brass in the military abroad,
ambassadors and heads of state in t h e
various countries visited. I suppose therefore, that I have been fairly well briefed
militarily frcm time to time and am
somewhat capable of making an assesment of whether or not such people have
anything to say which is meaningful and
relevant to Negroes.
Back in the 40's, during World War
II, and thereafter, the National Newspaper Publishers Association was the major civil rights lobbyists in the nation's
capitol, having begun as early as 1941.
It was not easy during that period to get
audiences with top government officials.
In fact we got to see President Franklin
Delano Roosevelt only through the good
graces of his wife, Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt.
During this pe'od we were gravely
concerned with segregation in the Armed
Forces; we were dismayed at America's
efforts to democratize the world with its
military might in Europe and Asia while
exhibiting to peoples everywhere that it
had two armies, one white and one
black, indeed segregation at its rankest.
Of course,' our target was every branch
of the military service but the Navy at
that time and for years afterwards was
the most segregated of all even though
this branch produced, Done Miller, a
man not trained in warfare but a Mere
messman who became the first American to sheed blood at Pearl Harbor.
Somehow our message got through
'and Secretary of Navy. Frank Knox lent
a kindly ear, so in 1946 NNPA was invited to Great Lakes Naval Base to witthe naming of sixteen black ensigns.

some 250 newspaper men and women
and listened to what I considered to be
the most forceful statement ever made
by a military officer. I refer to the address of Admiral Elmo R. Zumwalt Jr.,
USN Chief of Naval Operations.
Among many things, he said, "Although we knew that the World War II
Navy had built a racist image in t is e
black American community we believed
that we had been moving steadily towards achieving racial justice ever sines
1948 when President Truman by Execulive Order had directed the end of segregation in uniform." Indicating progress
he said:
"For example, three years ago there
were 365 black officers in the Navy —
in 1970 alone we commissioned more
than 200 additional black officers, while
In this current month we are commissioning about 30 in the black and other minority communities."
"We had specified recruiting g 0 a I
which will as a minimum, ultimately
provide minority membership in the Navy officer and enlisted ranks proportional to that in the general population. Ultimately, 10 per cent of all NROTC units
will be located in predominantly black
colleges."
"We ha ve retained a black-owned
publishing and advertising firm to advise us on minoritv advertising materials and the minority climate . . we are
advertising in minority oriented publications ..."
Admiral Zumwalk in closing quoted
the African General Hannibal who crossed the Alps in 218 B.C. and who in the
rigors of that six month march found it
necessary to address his army thusly
"On the right and left two seas enclose
you. without your possessing even a single ship for escape. The river Po around
You (and) the Alps behind you hem you
in. Hare, soldiers, where you first
(meet) the enemy, you must conquer or
In the words of Admiral Zumwalt...
"We are now able to face squarely the
'real issues of injustice and inequality in
our ranks: hemmed in on three sides by
the pressures of reason, necessity, a n d
fairness, the battle ground stretches out
before us." As one who remembers, the
Navy apparently is now taking some long
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AND ARMSTRONG

YOUNG LOUIE AND HORN.. .

By EARL CALLOWAY

A new day dawned for
little Louis whom his playmates called ''dipper" when
Louis "Satchmo" ArmKing Oliver in Chicago sent
strong as trumpeter and singthe
for him saying, in a teleer who became one of
gram. Will you join me at
most influential musicians in
(State
Gardens?
Lincoln
modern times, died Tuesday,
street near 29th) Salary $30
July 6 two days following his
a week."
list birthday which he celebrated in his home on the
To Armstrong that was
4th.
a far cry from the pennies
Funeral plans had not
he had made singing with
been finalized at presstime.
his quartet of ragamuffins.
that
His family suggested
It promised a more enjoyto
made
donations may be
able life than selling coal or
the Kidney Foundation inplaying "gigs" on Rampart
s.
flower
g
sendin
of
stead
for nickels and dimes.
Earlier this spring ArmHe perfected his trumpet
strong was suffering from
style alongside '-'Papa Joe"
led
which
e
troubl
kidney
and soon became a greater
to heart complications and
artist than his teacher as
he was forced to enter Beth
the fame of the Creole
Israel Medical Center critiJazz Band spread from Chically ill.
cago.
He was released in May
Eventually with Armand was gaining strength
, who later became
strong
ted
permit
s
when his doctor
Satchmo, as leader. Chicago
hour
an
only
ce
practi
him to
became the jazz capital of
a day on h i s gold-plated
the world. He joined Fletcher
trumpet. It was his plan to
Henderson's band in 1924 in
begin work around the first
New York City but before
of the year.
that, Earl "Fatha" Hines
The proud jazzman, said
transcribed the hot florid
y
during his birthday Sunda
style to the piano adding a
g
feelin
celebration, "I'm
rugged ostinato beat in the
along
g
comin
good . . . I'm
bass. This was the beginning
my
that's
Work,
fine.
just
of a whole new era of musilife. . . I'm one old cat that
cal entertainment.
you just can't kill."
Among the youths who
with the
Fate differed
d the Lincoln Gardenjamme
his
and
famed trumpeter
Bix Beiderbecke, Mugwere
at
ended
"gig" on earth
gsy Spanier and Benny Gooddawn Tuesday.
man who later b e c am e
New
in
waif
From a lonely
giants of jazz. They ,Listened
he
lace,
birthp
his
Orleans,
and learned from LoBs.
etched for himself a distinInternational fame came
guished place among musito Armstrong. he became
cians of the world. He bethe rage of Broadway in 1930,
came a vibrant part of jazz
toured Europe, became amand influenced the developbassador and was one of the
ment of a new style on the
first artists to sell records in
cornet which he learned from
the millions with songs from
Bunk Jones and then per"Tiger Rag," to "H e 11 o
fected under the guidance of
Dolly!"
Joe "King" Oliver.

BING CROSBY AND LOUIS
ARMSTRONG . .

SATCHMO AND BILLIE HOLIDAY...
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iss Martin, Boyton wed in Memphis

yam

tout, Ill., who was prayerbook bearer.

apricot
wearing identical
gowns, were Miss Faye
Earle of Decatur. Ga., Misses Shirlynn and Edith Bulls,
cousins of tbe bride. Miss
Margaret Armour and Miss
Patricia Tucker, all of Memphis.

beautiful sanctuary of
Ipiegview Heights Seventhdeli Adventist church was the
,.etstat setting' for the wed,
klbig - of Miss LaJean Fran
cisfe. Martin, daughter of
"Vr. and Mrs. Tbelbert Mar.*, of 2181 Yale ave . and
of
..,Fialbp.tel Boynton.
Merry Boynton and the late
Florida Boynton of Co, Itifetbns • Ga.
- hre impressive ceremony'
.tarea'performed by Bider MereYst•Warren, chairman of the
Dept. of Religion at Oak*red college, Huntsville, Ala
The petite bride, given in
larerriage .by her ifather, was
iiiltelure of modest beauty in
.1.. gown of candlelight silk orover peau de sole,
fashioned with an empire
heete, low scoop neckline,
'entry:tag fitted sleeves.
gor reaid-of-honor was her
ilisterf, 'Miss Halcyone Mar*: another sister. Althea.
waslunior bridemaids They
Ware- !patching gowns of
green and yellow, respectii e.• 2
Li
bridesmaids.
The other

son

Best man was Douglas
Moore o f Pasadena, Calif.
Groomsmen included Danny
Blanchard of Redlands, Calif.
Willie Herbert of Columbus,
Ga.; Lawrence Jouett of
Covington, Ky.; Sam Williams, of Jacksonville, Fla.;
and Messrs. Raymond Winbush and Henry Rogers of
Chicago.

Their gowns were pastel
worsted fabric designed with
an empire waistline and
scooped neckline. The short
sleeves were accented with a
N'enice lace motif and a pert
tailored fabric bow. The
lines skirt, 'falling floor
length, was accented by a
train in back with a large
motif of lace and tailored
bow.
On their heads, they wore
matching headpieces with
very full circular veils.
Diminutive members of the
wedding party were little
Sharhonda Martin. youngest
of t he Martin sistees, who
was a captivating flower-girl
in a raped gown of yellow
ruffles, and little Timothy
Stephens, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Cato Stephens of Ran-

Nuptial music was professionally rendered by Omar
Robinson Jr., organist, and
Herman 0 w ens, pianist.
Beautiful solos were offered
by Miss Joyce Eubanks,
Donald O'Connor, and Mrs.
Elizabeth Martin, mother of
the bride.
The reception, which followed immediately at _LeMoyne-Owen Student Center,
was well-attended by the
many friends of the Martin'
Guests
Boynton ifamilies.
were warmly received by
wedding
the
of
members
Mrs.
by
party, assisted

(t1 Pats-PAAt
(rigd gtores
STORE
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Contempora

Ruth Moore of Pasadena;
Misses Rose Armour, Sharon Armour, Robbie Ra ye
McNeal, J a n ice Shields,
and Dawn Wei% Mesdames
Jerry Lynn Armour, Ceres
Butler, B e mice Claxton,
Doris Moore apd Lois Pointer, all of Memphis.

by
ERMA LEE LAWS

Women's Editor

After a wedding trip to
Indianapolis, the couple will
be living in Huntsville, Ala.,
for the summer.
This fall Boynton will resume studies at Oakwood.
where he i s preparing for
the ministry. and Mrs. Boynton will complete work for
the master's degree in library science at the University
of Illinois in Urbana-Champaign.

Miss Broomfield
to wed July 10
Miss Carolyn Broomfield,
bride-elect of Em me tt
Evans Miller Jr., was recently honored at two prenuptial parties.
Miss Dora Mitchell entertained with a miscellaneous
shower. Assisting was her
sister-in-law, Mrs. Marion
Mitchell, wbose home at 159
Honduras was the setting
.
dor the occasion.

_

HOURS: Full Week's Prices

Days
8.30 a m. to 9 p.m. First 4
800 a.m. to 9..p.m. Fri. and Sat.

.

Cream Style

17-0z. can

11A
'5•48

PRIDE OF ILL. CORN

Can

SWIM
2/33C 1-

Pinapole or Grapefruit blend

DOLE JUICE DRINK
0

294

46-0z. Can

A
V
6

The most profitable home
modernization job can be
the one which deesn't look
as if it has been remodeled
at all.
Nothing looks changed at
first glance because your
improvements have blended
in with your home's basic design.
You notice, however, that
your home is a lot easier and
less costly to maintain and
will keep a fresh, new appearance longer, both inside
and out.
How can you carry out
such an 'invisible remodel-

'a

Mothers of the couple,
Mrs. Robert Williams. and
Mrs. Emmett Evans miller
Sr., were special guests.

vale
LAJEAN FRAN.C1NE MARTIN AND SAMUEL BOTN'TON

Lb. 39

PUREX BLEACH

,/2 Gal.

ZIE MOTEL
McKEN
SPRINGS, ARKANSAS
HOT

29t

-PromotesFAMILY WEEKENDS SUPPLEMENTING'
VACATIONS WITH WEEKENDS TRIPS

Defence Perry
Real Estate & Insurance,

. Vegetarian or With Pork

SwintrnIng Pool and Picnic Area
•A Relaxing Change of Scenery •
Completely informal At• Brine the Family or Club to Enjoy
you or. Afford.
mosphere in First Class Facilities at Rates

PERRY REALTY CO.

LIBBY DEEP BROWN BEANS 140z ca.104

2263 So. Third Street

GOLFING NEAR

774-6611

0

A

Beef, Chicken, Turkey

Lb Can

Grade A Meaty Cut-Up Lb. 354

FRESH FRYERS, WHOLE

the big
t•5 Saver

"

'

ARMOUR S7AR SLICED BACON

Fe

Lb

55$ ir
Lb.

Lb.

Belle Harris

49C

HAM Shank Portion'

Butt Portion

59c

WTI

4iN

Wash & Wear
Tapered Wig

LeaniTencler, Swift's Preminum

QUARTER 1/4 PORK LOIN

Cascade
Falls Postiche

Lean Center Cuts

ENGLISH BEEF ROAST

4

79t

Lb.

95

0
06,6)4,
g
ce)
r_s_641 t•A s41 3, K Q9)
muuu
3C us
1..ii4c3010,2°
Sues-

1."11-702r

gag°

See Our
Wide
Selection
of
100';;,
Human
Hair
Wigs

AFRO
WIG

100% Human
Hair Wig

$1095

E

19-

9tS

au

IVES

pru

pest

Coin
Cyst

many
We are looking for a particular person,
pro—
woman or couple who wants a dignified
Wt
Vending.
No
gimmicks
No
fitable business.

market a qualit \ Jroduct through fine shops and
stores which is sot only a necessity but in great
demand. We are a proven company with many successful distributors. Must have a good reputation
be dble to invest $2,000 to $15,000 for inventory.
-1
We provide complete training 'and have a guar
anteed buy back agreement and investment return. This is a complete set up operating (turd
key) business. Each area is exclusive and protected.
For information, write:

Salt Lake City, Utah 84115

330 D.
IroomA

HOW MOTOWN MADE
MUSIC MILLIONS
Also in July

issue:
Here's the amazing inside
story of the black business Why All Can Never
Beat Frazier
wizard who made Motown
world's biggest The Black Vote end GOP
the
independent record firm - by Senator Edward Brook.
complete with beautiful color
photos of the million-dollar
Motown Mansion.

TRULY A HOUSE OF BEAUTY.

$1495

Live abundantly in this spacious and handsome, za
fully decorated large home situated in a quiet, tree-shad .10
setting. Large living room, format-size dining ro•Im,
electric eat-in kitchen. three masterful bedrooms, t
gorgeous baths, fantastic den with wet-bar, central h Sa
•
and air conditioning affords the ultimate' in family V.•
entertainment facilities at a reasonable price. If you niek
"Over $1,000.00 Monthly" you may qualify to buy
beautiful home on FHA or GI terms.
Shown by appointment only.

BANK 1141ERICA50

LAY- A- WAY

MASTER CHARGE

Call: LLOYD NASON
276-4515 or 684-1814

Expert Service Only $350
14

North

Mai''( AT COURT DOWNSTAIRS)527-3619

Al

P. 0. Box 15561

Mr. Phil Phillips

1083 NORTH AVALON

100%
Human Hair
Hand Made

U.

6110 Nor
11 roots
•
400 As
7roomi

Freedom Wig

utf:;

.9

I ...., V

Drive Cz

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY

Shag &

Fot=e-..e

•

If you have a wood.
board exterior that pii-seils
periodic and costly repainting, you can install alumina' d
siding which looks like theigd
clapboard freshly painted.
The difference is the alunitnum siding will not hay=
be repainted for 30 years tor
so. It will retain its iffera
appearance year after yea
with nothing more than,
'
occasional housing.

SEPIA

69c

Lb.

Was

C$6 /

5.95

BONELESS BEEF BROIL STEAK Lb. 990
- End & Center Chops Mixed

4.v

Mckenzie,
Manager

Open Monday Thru Saturday 9:30 a.m. 5:30 p.m.(Except Holidays)

33C

Lb

Hickory Smoked

A

Win.

Oland

Wigsby Mon-Claire

NU

FOLGER OR MAX. HOUSE COFFEE 85

SMOKED

407 HENRY ST.

PHONE 624-5546

8,, 2/35t

Regular or Electric Perk

Southern

2 Blocks off Malvern Avenue, Hwy. 270 E.

Horne - 946-6421

MORTON MEAT PIES
•

ing? By taking idyl=
of new building ma
that are practical, attractive,
and durable.

7-6

Yellow Sticks. Vegetable

Extra Strength

chord
filar
;Tie.
James

Fix it right

Mrs. Janice Ballard and
Mrs. Kathryn Wardley honored the bride-elect with a
kitchen and bath shower at

4' Oz. Jar 10C

GOLDEN RICH OLEO

.T.HE
s!'9W

OM
4
4 ,

Limit-1 Dozen

BABY FOOD HEINZ

4••••••

404.4/0

Underground.

The couple will exchange
vows on July 10, at Pilgrim
Rest Baptist church.

Inenna

II

Members of the organization are DR. LELAND
ATKINS, CAFFREY V. BARTHOLOMEW, P
EW
BOOTH, DR. JAMES S. BYAS, FLOYD CAMPB
FELTa
CONLEY,
MELVIN
CARTER,
DR. A. B.
, QM
EARLS, DR. A. R. FLOWERS, JOHN GAMMON
A.
E.
HOB=
DR.
,
HAWKINS
L.
W. W. GIBSON, E.
JUDGE B. L. HOOKS, HAROLD JAMISON, S.
JOHNSON,PETER M. JONES, ATTY. A.A. LATIN
PREIDENT; R.. LEWIS JR., DR. B. B. MAILISI
DR. T. W. NORTHCROSS, B. G. OLIVER JR., Wilt
LIAM F. OWEN, EDWIN PRATER, and S.

QUALLS.
Still other members of the men's group are C".=
RIVERS, A. J. ROBERTS, E. it
"Rembrance . . . Undaunted by Decembers, the 11/1WLS, DR FRED
A. SMITH JR., DR. W. O.
VASCO
-DR.
and
SIMON,
s
remember
sap is faithful yet. The giving earth
R, CHARLES H. TAM
SPRINGE
D.
J.
SPEIGHT JR.,
only men forget." John G. Neighardt
WALKER, DIE
MACE°
TOLES,
GEORGE
PLEY,
gave
Produce
Fourth of July Festivities . . . We
, HAROLD
WESTLEY
A.
CE
LAWREN
,
a family picnic Sunday July 4, at the Top Hat and IKE WATSON
JR., DR. E. A:
WILLIS
W.
A.
ATTY.
,
WHALUM
J.
Tails Clubhouse from 12 noon until.
WITHERSPOON, OSCAR SMITH, ROBERT RATJO BRIDGES and TOM NIXON are the top people
JOHN L. BRINKLEY, JOHN R. ARNOLD
CLIFFE,
in that organization which is Stripe Recording co.
JR., DR. H. RALPH JACKSON, LEROY BRUCE,
And the Top Hat and Tails members gave their
McCOY, A. F. MASON, DR. E. W. REED, DR.
M.D.
annual holiday picnic with games and el fresco dinA. F. SAVILLE, and SPENCER SMITH.
ner on the grounds of their clubhouse Monday.
And BOBBY and JOAN DOCTOR were here fgr
the holidays from Atlanta where he is with the LLS.
Civil Rights Commission to visit GLORIA and WILLIAM WARD for the annual holiday feast at Gloria's
folks home the MASSEYS on South Parkway, E.
Coming along with their parents were their sgiix
ROBERT, MICHAEL and MARCUS GARVEY to,iza
delight of the WARDS' LITTLE LATANYA.
-Bobby was with the U.S. Civil Rights Commissil
when it was based in Memphis. Bobby and somt
friends of his have a club in the fabulous Atiantig

2062 Prospect.

A

Tt

WILSON-GALBREATH COMPANY
2158 UNION AVE., REALTORS

1485 G.
4 F00171.1
Moe
330-red
7 room:
3359 R
5 room

I10 Si
7room

5162.5
6 rafai
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Alcorn gets
development
faculty grant

Mrs. Rogers
goes to IIT

LORMAN, Miss . . .The
Alcorn College Humanities
dept. received a $9,9,2.37
development grant
faculty
from the National Endowment for the Humanities.
This grant permitted the
Humanities Department to
introduce a course in Humanities centered around
black cultural heritage in
the areas of Art, Literature
and Music.

Nl

Lt

Outstanding cons ultants
in Art, Literature and Music includes: Mrs. Naomi
•Madgett, Eastern Michigan
university in Literature;
Mrs. Altona Johns, Virginia
State college in Music; and
Juan-Paul Hubbard, Southern university, Baton Rouge,
La. in Art.

410

tt
:3C

141t
31r

Some of the visiting arBatiste,
Alvin
are
Southern University Jazz
Combo; and sc ulpturer
John Payne, Southern university.
This five week course is
offered
during the first
summer session at Alcorn,
June 8 - July 14.

tists

. ff.
. o.
Aft•

1LD
:. A.
IAT)LD
ICE,
DR.
19r

u.

NIL,

Rogers, a
Mrs. Elma
mathematics teacher in the
, senior division of the Haywood County high school
will spend the summer at
Illinois Institute of Technol.
ogy in Chicago, as winner
of a mathematics scholarship sponsored by the National Science Foundation.
She will earn credits on
her Master Degree.
. Mrs. Rogers is a product
of Haywood County having
graduated (with honors)
from Carver high school.
She earned a bachelor's degree with high honors from
Lane College.
She is a member of Frist
Baptist church where she
serves as a teacher of Junior boys in the Sunday
the
to
Advisor
school,
Cherub choir, teacher in the
B.T.U., member of the Sanetury choir, serves as secre•
tary of Sanctuary choir.
She is the wale (It Walter
Rogers and they have three
children. Mrs. Rogers is the
secretary of the Haywood
B r a nch of On
County
NAACP.

Motown's wr'ter-composer.producer team, have again cornbined their superb talents in creating a hi new album
entitled "EXPOSED." This album adds another d'mension
to soul as it features Valerie's debut as a dynamic vocalist ...,
of star caliber. "EXPOSED" 's a vivid portrait of musical,
excellence produced and performed by the same Motown ;
duo who wrote and produced such bit tunes as "Reach Out
and Touch" and "Ain't No Mountain High Enough" for ,,;
Diana Ross and "You're All I Need to Get By" and "Ain't
e
h
t
Gorden received both
Noth'n' Like the Real Thing" for Marvin Gaye and Tammi
B. S. and M. S. degrees at
Terrell, plus record hits for stars Ray Charles, Aretlut
university,
Tennessee State
Franklin and The 5th Dimension. (Motown Photo).
with a major in History and
minor in Sociology and Edua.cation.
A? a graduate assistant he
taught American History and
Political Science at the uni
versity for one and a half
years.
- -

Gorden to new post
LONGVIEW HEIGHTS Civic Club sponsored a talent
show recently at Calvary Longview United Methodist
church. The following contestants were singled out as the
The Mass Liberation," "The Rankins;"
alai" outstanding:
;Tie Beautiful People," Jackie Matlack, a singer; Ruthie
James, a speaker; and Herman White Jr., a drummer.

.T.fiE

One member of the Longview Heighst Civic Club stated,
"We could not have done this without the support of the
community." The following people aided in putting the show
together, president of the Civic Club, Allea Stiles, M r s.
:
Donna Jones, program chairman; and Mrs. Minerva Hand
cock, (*.chairman.

Lawrence Gorden, son of
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Gorden
of 136 Vaal ave. recently accepted a position in the
Dept. of History and Political Science at Bethune
Cookman college in Dayton
Beach, Fla.
Gorden will teach Black
Studies and A,merican History.
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Call
Jackson 6-8397
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Win cash and and other prizes in our
summer contest.
• 7
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itAt MCDONALC
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Drive Carl Carson out of town
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Tri-State Defender
Annual Carrier's timmer. Contest
YOU CAN Enjoy the Fun Days
of Summer

FOR SALE BY
U. S. GOVERNMENT
L., VETERANS
'ADMINISTRATION
6110 North 6th St.
I a rooms, 4 baths, FR

I 2,000
ALL
CASH

$15,230
No Down
Payment
A
S10.250
430 Dakar
$250
5,1room5. I bath. FR
Down
$ 6,450
1485 Gabay
No Down
FR
4 rooms. 1 bath,
Payment
S15,250
330-Leech Cove
$250
7 rooms. I bath. BV
Down
$13,950
3359 Redbud Road
$230
By
bath
5 room&
Down
$14,730 '
110 Snowden
5100
Asb.
baths,
2
/
7 rooms, 11
Down
$16,930
5162 Stacey
$250
BV
bath.
6'Rea I
Down
•
$10,500
1 071'9141m.
$250
FR
barn
I
raw;
4
Down
taw

400 Arlington
Broom& 1 bath. Asb/S

IMO

I:

me

GOP
rook*

Would you recommend
ROTC to a young man
headed for college?

ALL THE PRIZESSHO

ory.
ral
TN-

e

A5-SP

NO.IIISCRIMINATION
BUY
_ANYONE CAN
otererem,,. 74% Loans Available

• Earn Money
• Win Prizes

26.
I. Base on number sold June
weekly.
2. A base of 25 customers
number of new
3. Prizes awarded on highest
home delivery.
customer
All carriers must agree to submit
to be eligible for
route list at end of contest
prizes.

4.

be verified Defender
5. All contestants must
carriers.

PRIZES ARE EASY TO WIN 1111 1
JUST SEE YOUR ROUTEMAN

get an
Arai' ROTC scholarship, it'll- pay
f, • all your tuition, books and lab
If you're good enough to

sea.

And

give

you

And you'll have the
the country.
chance to see some of the world

Check it out.
officers below.

Write one of the
There's no obliga-

It you're a high school graduate
and you take ROTC when you get a
crack at a three-year scholarship in

tion. Just a great

your freshman year. Or a two-year
one the year after. Or one that'll
pay tor your last year.

make it.

A great way to

LTC Lire U. Roberts
Jackson Stats College
Jackson, Miss. 39217

the folks wind up footing the
Army commission
bills, you get
when you graduate. That makes a
college investment pay off a lot
better. For years to come.

Manage men and
material. Work closely with people

over
from all walks of life. From all

See Arty Broker

• Nil

Samuel Waehington, Jr.
Florida A&M Urtlyorsity
, Fle:12307
Talleh
LTC

ARMY ROTC.

and

ercise leadership.

LTC Charles D. Randall
Alcorn A&M College
Lennon, Miss. 39096

opportunity.

With Army ROTC, you never lose.
Even if you don't win a scholarship

exAs an Army officer, you'll

Jolt H. Redd, Js.
Alabama A&M College
Normal, At.. 35762

LTC

too.

year 'round

spending money.

Ele

Male, James A Harris
Chief, Min Rcr Br
ATTN: AJAGR-P
HQ, Third US Army
Ft McPherson, Ga. 30330

a
61.1111
•••1•111.
V AM

oree
- oda
mmise

Mae
Maier Uriah McGreiy
North Carolina ALT State Ussiyersliy.'""•
27405
Gre•nsboro, N.C.
.
rm.
LTC Willi. L. Johnson
....0
CANN
Stet*
South Caroline
Orangeburg, S.C. 29115

LTC Artkar H. See:brook
Tuskegee Institute
Toskossaa, Al.. 38061
:TS
.411
••••••••

01
Open Now'
Follow the pack...
NMI
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For and about my people

Sports horizon

SATURD

By BILL 1.117LE

'Don't bust the bust,'says pickters
THE WARDEN OF Sandstone Main.) federal penintertiary received quite a surprise recently when one of
his new prisoners arrived.
Prisoners
are
u sually
brought to Sandstone grouped together in a van, Warden
Loren Daggett said.
;However, 0 n e
prisoner
Grove up witia a friend in an
air-conditioned car, he said.
REIN GILROY THOUGHT
his house looked drab and
raked some art students to
paint scenes on the outside
Walls — a mountain landaVape, a seaside scene and a
beaming sun. H:s neighbors.
however did not think much
of the art work.
"The paintings have devalued
my
house," said
neighbor John Jones. -They
have turned the road into a
circus. People flock here to
Ida."
.Gilroy is undisturbed. "As
,far as I am concerned the
pictures are here to stay.look."
-Gilroy is undisturbed. "As
fir as I am concerned. thd
PtcIttres are here to stay."

he said.
IT TOOK MICHEL Santin,
22, of tiouvix. France. one
hour and 13 minutes to eat
an omelette. but it helped
him win a bet. The omelette was made from 60 eggs
— and one of the conditions
was he was not allowed to
drink while eating it.
TERENZO 11 A RONCINI.
52. of Milan. Italy. confined
himself to sighing when he
emerged from a building
with two suitcases . f stolen
silverware and found pal; e
waiting for him outside, officials said. Then remembered something.
One mement. please." he
told police who arrested
him. "I told a taxicab driver
to wait for me outside and I
have t• pay the fare.- He
pald and went to jail.
TWO DOZEN GO-GO eletz
marched on Detroit's eit—
cotin1v bu'Iclin4 to protest e
judicial ban on uncovered
female breasts in toe etty's
night
no-lonzer-arowded
SpOts.
The picketers —
them dressed within The !:rn-

its of the law
care ed
;;igns whi.th read. "minds
are dirty n,t Fti
"don't bust the It Three male onlooker.. sut,
ly bared their chest in sy ;
pathy with the protesters.

OAKLAND, Calif. — The name VIDA BLUE isC
magic around this Bay Area city. Vida.throws base:.
balls for CHARLIE FINLEY'S Athletics. Finley has
done a lot of things in an attempt to get his Americkm
League team in the mainstream of major% league acmewling couple from Ohio tion. In fact many of the multitude of far out promowith some bad news .. ;they tions have caused negative fan reaction. Finley's odd
aren't married.
and gold uniforms and
It seems the couple tiotieht ball acclaim includes the green
starters. One day Iasifor
shoes
white
complimenting
a marriage Ii ense in Bellevue, Neh., and then went week Finley sat in his box and learned from a Colis-.
through the rites in nearby
urn crowd of 33,888 where it is at.
Omaha.

;At

CARMINE IACOBUCCI,
,former p r i zeflghter is
now delivers mail in Cin,m
'nail Was off-!reel S3,11e0
settle a dog bite case out
But lac :bocci, the Amy:
can fl-weight ehanin tn lii:T
had demanded 516.854 of
owner Paul Ru,sel and
decided to take it to court.
The jury
in
Hamiit,•.1
Count" Common Pleas C•su
awarded laeobucci S168 coin
pensation.
BRITAIN'S NATI ON ‘I
ASSN. .•t- Druid- is ad; •-•
nc for a trumpeter wd! •
ii act up
tite ;Tack 0.
!awn to 2rt •! cne silo u. SII,
o !hi- ynotn'.
cs.1.1 it p/i\s,it 'C 't Ile'
it ore
he n;•-y.,,, I .; 3
.
2Urnard at ‘V'1a ft.

i

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,1
are your very best buy in Memphis
Isike,i in Memphis by I.' -reehlons
....rushed ryshed doily
fiegue '
:inooOonon

Knott stop...marks. on.

freshness.

0
ttz 6.:

Nes _ %% hell temperatures in Las Vegas
up to tit, 91.: degree in
girls like Sheile Nor•
uood, a dancer at the Follies Bergere at the Tropicana Ho.
ii took up stays to t11°1 off Miss Norwood, who measures
an eye pairing 36".-21-313, wears a peek-a-boo knit bikini,
which is obviensly well ventilated, as she plays at poolside
at a hotel it'Pl TELEPHOTO)
!ill: !iv
s .;;I'uttt
club got around lii n
o
him he'd destroyed the evi•
den:
'We ate it For :upoe;:.said.

gokia*QOM&

„.

FIRST THE MAYOR's
f, a mherst•int.
janitor
in
France, reported somenn,
bad stolen 'his i.ltt raitis .
Then he lost his In ch•eiren..
1;nd linally his ritne
Police arrested lityt tho''
seconds after he is us.

Hogue & Knott\
Hamburger
or Hot Dog

BUNS

CLASSIFIED ADS

8 to pkg.

Cash Paid
11,:t•es lots & P5..' ••••
tly1:0 774-6611
tie,]'-. co
2263 5

274

BREAD
BROWN N SERVE
ROLLS
27t

'th:,,:

SENSATIONAL NEWS!!! !
!
HOW TO WIN ON THE

Knott

H1 o2gtuoe

c'e

DOGS ft!

Fresh Lean

would you like to know how
to Mt the dogs and win every
Vile?

NECK
BONES

Free Information will be sect.
I you.
write to W-K Enterprises:
3932 wilsnire Blvd., Suite 3001
Los, Angetes, Calif. 90005
Send by air mall and send air
,1, self addressed envelope. This?
not information. Don't miss'

Meal

CHICASAW

ed in the may:r's office.
Tie'sung man told adthor!!'es he had stolen the
because he was too
poor I, buy anything for the
reception but promised to repay the cost as :icon as pos.'
sible.
•Iaretor and police agreed
and tne newlywed was released.
WHEN VFRNE STEVEN'S
light plane can mil of gas
and he was forced to land
on U.S. 10, he did what any
practical driver M the same.
situation nitc,1"t do.
Steven pusher: his plane
alone the highway to the
Parakeet Bar. 4 near Jan,lion City, Wis.. parked , in
the tavern's parking lot and
called a friend.
The friend brought Steven
some gas and with the help
of Sheriff's deputies, who
blocked traffic, Steven took
off ago In.
AN AUTOMOBILE OWNED he Peter Roseivig, 69,
Bay City. Mich., lurched forward while at a service station, jumped a guard rail
and smashed into a house
next door.
P - lice called in to inve:ti')ale accident were told by
Rosewig that he.was not to
Blame.
Rosewig said his net — a
rireat Dane — stepped on
:he gas pedal of the car.
r.auiing it to lurch forward
wit of control.

THE STATE OF NEBRASKA is locking for a honey-

TRAY PAK

BACON
Chef-Way

SHORTENING
790
• 42-0r.
Can

Sacramento
Slices or Halves

PEACHES
290

290,.

Horn Maid

BISCUITS
6/49C
Buttermilk or

Bath
Size

jeriinAP
3/290

FISH STICKS" Have

Regular

Antler Pink

SALMON
190

12-0z,
Can

White or Assorted
230 Ct.

33C

COLOR HIM BLUE
1,
On a good weekend night about 12,000 was expeo17
:
.
ed to welcome home the leaders of the Amertert
League West—the reason being that sensational soutt-r.
paw Vida Blue was scheduled to pitch. The crowd (lit
ferential possibly could he explained in terms of Ofe.
A's lofty position and thp fact that Blue was going ftei
victory number 16. Finley, who personally went
Mansfield. La, to sign Blue just as he was scheduled
The couple-unnamed
by enter Alcorn in 1967, invited Vida's family out for blxv
the understanding authori- big night. Vida's mother, MRS. SALLIE BLUE, h1K:
ties - look off on their honeyson
moon June 12 and can't be four sisters and his brother, were watching their
and brother for the first time in person as a profeslocated.
PUB L A NDLORD Reg sional.
The evening started with the parade of Charlie
Bailey in Winchester. England. is planning a "Corning "0," the mule mascot, and tension mounted as Blue
out" celebration for a guntook his warm-up tosses in the bull pen under the
man who robbed him.
close scrutiny of pitching coach BILL POSEDEL. The
After serving a three-year
sentence, Bill Purkiss will fans knew that Blue was on the beam as he mowed
be met outside Winchester down the first nine Kansas City batters, seven on
Prison bv flatly and taken to strikeouts. The A's 4-0 lead at the end of the third was
his pub ET a party.
a cushion as Blue was in control enroute to his 16th
"Bill wrote to' me from win in 19 incredible starts. He had lost two at the
prison apologizing for what
time. Blue fanned 12 while posting his sixth white:he did," Bailey said.
washing in the 7-0 shutout.
Purkiss and two accomFinley showed his genorosity to Blue for the A's
plices were convicted of robbing Bailey of $480. During meteoric climb by presenting Vida with a convertible
the crime. they tied Bailey Cadillac the following afternoon. Four days later realito a chair.'
ty caught up with the mystic Blue image as he was
"As far as I'm c.:nc-orned beaten 5-3 by the Minnesota Twins seeking win number
it's all forgiven," Bailey
17. The Blue formula: "I have learned after a year."
said.
BALLOTS LACK NAMES
CHRISTINE STERLIS, 19,
Don't take baseball's All-Star balloting seriously
and Jennie Willis. 21. don't
think too much of Upmins- or you'll blow your mind. If you want to vote. fine. Init
ter England boys. The g'rls don't expect your favorite player, or even the best
offered kisses at five pence players to wind up on top.
(12 cents) each to raise cash
The reason the All-Star ballot is a joke is because
for charit, at a weekend
fair but only raised 45 nem— -it doesn't include all the players. Names for the balbetween them. "We won't lots are determined at the start of the season, and
bothe" trying to raise mane,
by mid-season many deserving players are not includthat way again." said Jennie'. "The boys aren't amor- ed.
ous enough."
Of course at the bottom of the ballot there is a
THE MAYOR'S - space for write-ins, but how many voters would bother
WHEN
chauffeur fell ill. roadsweep- unless some sort of national crusade is organized,
er Nigel Pheysey. 20, volunsuch as last year's successful campaign for RICO
teered to fill in. His only one
regret about his new posi- CARTY?
But officials discovered later that the law currently
bans marriages in a county different from that which
the license was issued If
the ceremcny had been performed after Aug. 27, when
a new state law permitting
such marriages goes into effect, it would have been all
right.

some
friends in
for news
tonight

tion: "Driving a sweeper all
five miles pet hour you get
longer,,loA at the dolly;
birds."

Fashion
Facts

WISCONSIN, 'WHICH Al,
had as ,official state
stinbols the sugar maple.
word violet. robi n. muskellunge, 1r dger. whitetaileci
deer. galena and red granite.
final'
, has an official domestic animal.

READY

The state assembly ap
proved a bill designatine
the animal — the dairy tow
ROGER THE HORSEf
likes to play dead and it is
causing hiw owner, Phillip
Davies, all sorts of problems
at Fanham, England.

from SEARS
by J.C. Wilson
There are certain traits to took for in distinguishing the
extraordinary dresser from the common one. To be one of the
"common ones" is nothing tiibe ashamed of since most of us fall
into this category.
Of these traits there are some "do's and don'ts" that really
separate the categories. Perhaps if we become aware of them,
we'll all advance to the elite group. This week we'll cover the
No sports-type caps or hats with suits. For good business
HAT:
WAX, choose felt of other dressy fabrics.
SHIRT: Short sleeve shirts with business suits are not correct.
Never wear a button-down collar with a double breasted
suit. Don't buy shirts without a sure knowledge of the
neck size and sleeve length.
TIE:
Old tie bars should never appear with the new, wider
ties. Steer cleat of matching tic and pocket square in a
single related color or colors, or in a reverse Pattern.
POCKET SQUARE: Pre-folded, mock squares of cloth and cardboard are a definite "No, No!"
I EWELRY: Gold and silver do not mix. Cuff links and tie tack
should be of the same metal and treatment. Try to
keep watchbands and belt buckles in compatible metals too.
BELTS: Heavy buckles or ornamental belts are not appropriate
for dress trousers. Save them for sportswear only.
SOCKS: Nothing looks worse with a suit than white or bright
colored socks. These types of hose should be worn
only with sportswear. Wear dark hose with business suits
and make sure they are at least mid-calf length.
COLOR: Don't try to combine more than three colors when
selecting accessories. Avoid the clash of bold colors.
It can be binding when bold, multi-colored ties ignite
with bold colored shirts.
NEXT: SPECIAL STYLE DON'TS

9s

For Sears
Men's Store
Sears Crosstown

1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK
3384 N. THOMAS
1578 tAMAR

Customers are buying and
Saying more at . ..

4321 SUMMER
973 SO THIRD
3362 SUMMER

ECONOMY BEAUTY SUPPLY
2319 Lamer Poop.

Ph. 323-4577
• Ultra Sheen-Heir Striae
• Evarything in, 6c:rutty supplier
• NOM* brand naprehandis•
Open elf day Saturday

ripen Sundays tot For Your Shopping Convenience 9 A M to 7 P
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Atlanta Life holds Managerial conference
The s ec o rid- Mid-year
Manager's conference will
Cleveland
by
hosted
be
Robinson, manager of the
Memphis, 'District and N.K.
McMillan of the home office
in Atlanta, Ga. and Area
Director of the Great Midweatern territory, with D.A.
Douglies, Detroit, at the
Do wntowne r Motel 160
Union st here July 6-8.
Vice Pr es i dent-Agency

Director L.J. Gunn, CLU,
will launch the conference
program of the Great Midwest and Northern territories of Atlanta Life Insurance co., by presenting
the c on f erence Theme.
GrowthActivity - Profitab,lity."
McMillan will come to the
Memphis District in advance of the conference
personnel to complete all

Marr dies from wounds
, Mose Marr, 28, of 2116
Rile died at 10:30 p.m. Friday in John Gaston hospital
of wounds received in a .
shooting June 12.

II

I.

re
ie
le
e.

TOP-PRODUCER AWARDED — A. Bernard
r s o n, center, accepts plaque from
R
Charles C. Aldridge 111, CLU agency manager for the Equitable Life Assurance Sociee.V."Sharing the spotlight, at right, is
Thomas H. Watkins Jr., Roberson's district

manager. The plaque was in recognition of
Roberson's outstanding performance as the
top trained agent producer in Equitable's
Memphis office during the recent s pr i n g
campaign.

St

I.

a

her

Expected to attend the
conference are Area Director, McMillan, Douglas, both
of whom will preside; Senior
Vice President Col. Geo. W.
Lee, Memphis; H.N. Brown,
ELMI, vice president-secretary; E.L. Simon, vice president-general auditor; Jesse
Hill Jr., vice president -Sr
tuary; D r . Charles 15
president
v ic e
Greene,
relations:,
public
director
D. Palmer
Dr. James
medical director and on,

sault to murder.

WANTED
LEAKY FAUCETS
la that constant drip getting
on your nerves end causing
your water bill re go up? SEE

READ SALES CO.

tracted from the cases studied: .
WHO were most susceptible to accidents?
One-half of the total injuries occurred to those
children 14 and under. Common injury descriptions for
the
preschooler
included
stepping
lacerations from
on broken glass, fractures
and contusions from falling
off beds, burns from grabbing hot coffee or touching
hot stoves and furnaces,
ingestions
and
poisoning
of aspirin, liquid bleach,
rat poison, and other medicines and pesticides.
The inquisitive nature of
the young is a major contributing factor, and therefore, it is necessary for us
to protect them from various
hazardous conditions.
Common injury descrip-

General Tire

BRAKE SPECIAL
Now through Saturday, July 17

3

BRAKE
RELINE

tions for the 7 - 14 age
group included lacerations
from stepping on glass or
cutting with knives, punctures from dog bites and
strains and fractures from
play,ng football and baseball.
Siginificant factors involved
for this age group consisted
of Carefree attitudes and
the types of activities in
which they participated, such
tree climbing, fence
as
walking, or just exploring.
Males in Memphis and
Shelby County tended to be
more susceptible to accidents because of their attitude, c o mmonly termed
"the devil may care." Our
statistics indicated that for
every 2 females injured,
there were 3 males injured.
WHAT were the major
accidents?
of
types
major
Two
accidents, falls, and cuts
and pierces, accounted for
66 per cent of the total
accidents; other accidents
of less priority included
foreign body except by ingestion (9 per cent), impact (7 per cent), crushing
mashing ( 4 p er cent),
burns by hot substance/
object (3 per tent), Poisoning ingestions (3 per cent),
and struck by projectile
(2 per cent).
WHN did the accidents
occur?
Approximately 80 p e r
cent of the accidents occurred between 9:00 a.m. and
with heavier em9;p.m
phasis from 3 p.m. - 9 p.m.
WHERE did the accidents
occur?
The heaviest concentration of accidents occurred
in the western portion of
the -inner city area, especially in the LeMoyne Gardens
vicinity and .the Prospect
Certain
vicinity,
Pa r k
conditions ouch as high
income
and low
density
prevailed in this portion

of the city.
Approximately 80 per cent
of the accidents happened
in the home, mostly in
the kitchen and bedroom.
sites in.
frequent
Other
u de d schools, streets,
pa r k s, playgrounds, and
churches.
HOW serious were the
injuries received?
Some 62 per cent of the
patients treated were released, 32 per cent were
referred to a doctor or to
another hospital. and 5 per
cent were admitted to the
hospital.
In addition to the statistical information made available through this study,
other factors vital to he
development of a statistical
resource on home injuries
within the department were
illuminated. Specifically, the
need for continued rapport
between hospital administrators, physicians and nurses
and the Division of Injury
Control to insure that all
identifiable i n j uries are
channeled into the injury
control data system; and
the need to modify the injury control coding format
in such a manner that it
would provide us with an
picture of the
accurate
pedestrian injury problem
in Memphis and Shelby
County were identified.

Tea is set

SEES.

We use only new factory engineered parts.. not rebuilt

THE REV. W. N. REED,
pastor of the First Baptist
church of Brownsville has
recently received an award
for outstanding scholastic
achievement in the Dept.
of Elementary Education at
Lane college, Jackson, Tenn.
He has maintained a B plus
average and completed his
work in three years. Last
semester, as a student teacher, he achieved a s traight
A average.

Roberson
is tops at
Equitable
A. Bernard Roberson. lite
insurance salesman with the '
Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States, the
Aldridge Agency.
Charles
was the recent. recipient of
his c o nr pan!.'s "Agency'
Trainee Leader Award."
Roberson earned the award
for being the top trainee agent producer in Equitable's
Memphis agency, as well as
in its entire southern division. The campaign was
conducted April 4 —May 17.
A popular business promoter prior to joining Equitable three months ago. Roberson sold more than $300.000
worth of life insurance dur-I
. ing that period.
Thomas H Watkins Jr.,
district manager at Equita- ,
ble, predicted a bright future
for Mr. Roberson.
Watkins also predicted that i
Roberson will join the coveted ranks of the "Million Dollar Roundtable."

Buy Bonds

General

JATO SUPER 100

RADIAL PLY
Jetaladan

GOLF
BALLS

WHITEWALL

133

WHEN TOO BUY THE NAST
• TIRE AT ThIE REGULAR
-*EVERYDAY LOW PRIDE
wits4-nly Rayon Cord Bet
eadfRayon Cord Radial Plies
spamous Dual Tread Design
Itlf price offer applies to mutt
• 597844 dowel 911111-1S.

Tough Duralon Wiese
cover. Energized PB center! Hion tension winding
for maximum flight!
Omit 1 3-ball pack
per customer

M
SA
F
riedrich

A ,,Aw•A y

narge it at General
DOWNTOWN OUT EAST
ENERAL
TIRE

435 UNION
PHONE
325-7764
323-7866

3920 PARK AYE.
PRONE
32448711

KONAN WIGS
1996 Union Ave.
Phone 176-1166

ieneuese
111.01

1180 J•clis•• of Writiries

SHOP THE FABULOUS
;

tf.

METRO SHOPPING PLAZA

•

424 GRUMP BLVD.
We

-7
DAYS A WEEK.
OPEN 24 HOURS
Right 'To Limit Quantities
ere R
WIC'S Good

Redeem
fed. Food
Stomps

Thru J -y 1.115.

Smoked Hams

SHANK

490
LB.

BUTT PORTION 59e

RICHTU

Shortening3otBi 9
Bacon
Peaches 3/1.00
Beef Roast 69
Tuna
Eggs 3 '100
CIRCLE B

•

LB. ,

FOOD LAND

BLADE CUT U.S. CHOICE

CHICKEN OF THE SEA WHITE

MEDIUM

ROOM AIR CONDITIONERS
won

i

Ports

6.0Z. CAN39

3-BALL
PACK
ONLY

2nd Tire
—HALF PRICE

cod

Brs, Vo owl. el Par5.l4wohd
Chow 275 41121 or 27434117

Don't just ask
how much a
Friedrich costs.
Ask how little
it costs
to operate.

$33.95

General

colors
All styles available
Wash t wear •

22
1°N

95

Disc brakes
aini other models
iiighily higher

I.,

Federation
Ushers
The
Boosters Fashion and Tea
will be Sunday, July 11. it
Mississippi Boulevard Christian church, 978 Mississippi
blvd., at 4 p.m.
The Rev. Blair T. Hunt is
pastor and R. C. Harshaw
Jr., is president of the
Ushers Federation,
George Parke is Booster
president, 0. V. Gholston is
Secretary, and H. Bynum
is the reporter.

• Reline all four wheels with
new brake linings
• Inspect all four drums
• Check wheel cylinders and
return springs
• Clean and lubricate backing plate
• Repack front wheel bearings
• Adjust brakes, restore fluid
• Road test your car

•FORDS
• CHEVROLETS
•COMPACTS!

From so'?

All

U

We Also Trade in Your Old Wigs

((

(

NEW WIGS • NEW MIRACLE FIBER
Versatile to many styles, easy to manage. Style It yOUYSear
easier than over before. Also Human Half Wigs.

ft

Memphis Health Dept.
n.
One of the long range
objectives of the Comprehensive Injury ,Control Progr,a,i11 of the Memphis and
Shelby County Health Dept.
is"to establish within the
deffhrtment a s t a tistical
resource on home injuries.
-During the past 18 months
more than 50,900 emergency
room cases have been stud.ect.by the Division of Injur,y,, Control. These were
cases of injuries seen at
Iiiigpital emergency rooms
and Shelby
in Memphis
County covering a period
b'el.Ween July 1969 and June
197tr.'
,Tisis study' provided the
health dept. with some insight into the home injury
problem in Memphis and
Shelby County. With the aid
gf,, Mg Shelby County Computer Center the following
itill)rMation has been ex-

WIr

William Clark, Clairton▪ ,
Ohio; S. H. Sumners,''Clesilland, Ohio, Clyde Hamiltitift
Toledo, Ohio; Mrs. V.B.
Myhand, Youngstown, Ohio;
Chattanooga,
Judge,
R.
Tenn.; J. M. White, Jackson..
Tenn.; C. L. Armstrong,.
Knoxville. Tenn; Robinson;
and S C. Farley Nashv.11e..,,,

home office representatives.
Midverstern and Northern
Managers expected to attend are: L. W. Miller, R.L.
Stevenson, and A. P. Robinson, consultant. Chicago;
J. 0. Jones, I.exington, Ky.;
W.E. D u k es, Louisville.
Ky.; Sherman Harris, Detroit; Peter Gibbs, Dexter
Miller, Kansas City, Mot

She was freed on 81,000
bond and charged with as-

Witnesses said that the incident occurred when Mr.
Marr went to a car driven
by, Mrs. Jessie Beatrice
Cade, 29, of 471 Jenson rd..
which was stopped for a signal light at Florida and
Trigg, and started to talk to
the woman.
Witnesses said that Mrs.
Cade told Mr. Marr to get

Conducts Injury Study

le
11-

his head out of the car or
she would shoot.

arrangements for a successful joint territorial workshop.

m.
Aft
▪

CwIcrw /4•11.KCW Corp..

Atte you buy an air conditioner, your largest expense is
the cost of operation.
Tha 'a where.Friedrich saves you money.
A Fr edrich is snginemed to give you more cooling power
using less *Metric power.
Ova the years you can sass hundreds of dollars on electric NIL
And you house('th•benolits of Friedrich-I Quality features...
dustmen. dependability. and Friedrichs famous cool.
Most importantly. you save money-- day after day. year Mtar year
Friedrich...Me fingtelltune of quiet quality.

Choose the S4111.t0 Fit Your Ands
U
, to 33,000 BT's
From -9000

PRIDDY & BURGESS APPL.
We Service What We Sell!

1883 Lamar

275-1101

DOZ

BLUE STAR
CHICKEN & TURKEY

Dinners

oz 311
,

=
,
4
deft
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en.
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Evers kicks off 3d year as mayor
goal set by Mayor Evers for
his dour-year terns.

through the attraction of
new industry for :he residents of the Fayette area.
In the past 'year. three new
industries have been brought
to Fayette - manufactur
tug wire harnesses, concrete, and industrial cleaners. When they reach full capacity. the three will employ
about half the minimum

On July 7, the all-black
Fa yette.
government o f
Miss., will celebrate iks sec
tind anniversary. Headed by
Mayor Charles Evers, the
Fayette city government is
the first all-black administration of a biracial town in
Mississippi history.
Mayor Evers' major priority has been to provide jobs

ministration 0 r ganized
community health
service
which brought, for the tirst
time, free andior low cost
medical care to more than
half of Jefferson County's
9,600 inhabitants in the first .
year. This year, the town
opened its first child day
care center.

To attract new mdustries.
the Evers Administration has
developed an indu strial
park. a federally-funded so
cational training center, and
a local development corpora
tion with a professional staff
In addition, the Evers Ad-

Maxine Smith's son arrested
lice charges that the acre"!
was illegal in that the arresting officers after read
ing the law in question put
in their arrest report that
they observed no infraction of
the law. •

14-year-old son Vasco A
Smith Ill who was arrested
on Tuesday June 22 aud
with distributing
charged
literature within 100 feet of
the polling place (29-1).
The complaint to the po-

A complaint has been filed
with the Chief of Police, the
Shelby County Election Commission. and the Shelby
County Quarterly Court on
behalf of Dr. and Mrs. Vase() A. Smith. Jr. and their

VO1

The Smiths also protested
the two hours that elapsed
between the time their son
was picked up and the time
he was taken to Juvenile

Will Give You More Food for
Less Money. . .and you'll still get

Court

MID-SOUTH'S FINEST
I
MOST COMPLETE

TOP VALUE STAMPS!

SUPER MARKETS
MIDTOWN
'SOUTH
.32

•

1620 MADISON

E. SHELBY DRIVE

(WH1TEHAV EN)

EAST

5014 POPLAR (AT MENDENHALL)
24 wPt
iY0*.COashSR,E.
CL
Register Receipts.
Be sure
S6,000 per week available for your favorite charity!

OPEN A

I

11

Prices in the ad effei.tive noon, July Sth midnight thru
July 13th• A-c reserve the right to,linfil quantities. None
suld to cleatei;

HAMBURGER
590
lb
31b. pkg. or more

Ziop

July
Chu

U.S Choice Tenderay

BANQUET
FROZEN
DINNERS

Guaranteed Ripi.

CHUCK
ROAST

Cong
gror

WATERMELON

gres
$300
arsh
tal
$100

;; fresh ground

Bay Beauty Alaska

750

PINK &ALMON

2-Limit 16-0z. Can

Lb.59C

Price From

turd
In V
a yo

UP

Grape Drink

WELCHADE

46-0z. Can
Bama Apple Blackberry, Apple Plum tct
Apple Strawberry, Apple Grape
4-Limit
113-0z. 2
5e
Duncan Hines White, Yellow, Lemon
/95
Devils Food
or Golden
18Y2-0z. Box 3-Total Limit

CAKE
'MIA

Purex

2-Limit

CENTER CUT CHUCK
OR SHOULDER CLOD
U.S D.A
880
HEAVY

New Post's Peebles Fruity or Cocoa

Sacramento

46-072

270

BEEF ROAST lb

40-0z. Can

35$

CAT FOOD S6alYm2-()nzo .

2/250

Ronco Elbow

15

8-0z.

U.S.D.A.

Spam

LUNCHEON MEAT5901 Cut-Up

Morton House

12-0z. Can
Fred Montesi

BAKED BEANS 25-Oz. Can

300

lb.

AVE FRED MONTEGji

WESSON 48 Oz. 8th

1

,141UM1 011.48"

Btl. Oil

HUMK0011.2

L6.930

dilig
the
Que4
the

5c

Mc(
chur
and
gre
chur
enco

MAYONNAISE

350

With coupon and $5.00 additioii. put- chase, excluding value of coupon merchar
dire (Fresh milk products, anti-freeze, Turkeys and tobacco also excluded In compliance with state law.) Coupon expires Midnight Wednesday, July 14th.
One Coupon Per Family Per Week .

25

.49t

cus
gro
shot

389
,A9t

R. G. ICINKLI

Co.

•3431 SUAUM
•3237 POPLAR
•3114 THOMAS(NWT. Si N.)
2574 LAAIAR
•4255 NWT. SI SOUTH

FRESH
FRYERS
Pak of

MOTHER'S
BEST FLOUR

3

324-4404
4324661
351-4515

12-0z
Cans

743.5370

346-0505

with
ALL FRIGIDAIRE

APPLIANCES CARRY 5 YEAR
NATIONWIDE FACTORY WARRANTY

$29995

Frigidaire!
flowing Heat

DRYER
Frigidaire!
Jet Athos 1.15

Meer SWOTS

Frigidaire Dishmobile
loads easy,
cleans like crazy!
U Slanted top design lowers
front opening, makes loading

snap • surser-surge washing action-needs little or no
cycles-in-

3

Pre-6113in1 • 4

chiding Plate Warmer.

$15995

Medal WAS

WASHER
199"
by is Aces.
toinieiset pm Pio
ALL S PORES OPEN DAILY I A.14..0 P.M.

BONUS COUPON
FOR EXTRA
TOP VALUE

Lb.

Mixed Parts
Plump 4 to 7-Lb.

L b.

33t

STAMPS

with 2 pkgs. of
• ..,
Oven Donuts
biCountr
ti

th 3. bs. ran .
orte6r Vac-Pak Golfe
k ti th
100w
p k gs. Kroger
wi
'50Sweetened Drink Aid
4.
or more Ground
2.,bs
with
Sirloin
)50Chuck, Rourfid or Chop.
or
Cut
50w,,, 2 pkg. Center
Breaktap Pork Chop,
,‘
6
with 2 pkgs. Fryer Breaset

Cogs,diphraTmhisgh%
)50
-;kb„,s.sauiege
50w8,:,,i7r,h7.;:
1.1tx•Oldham s
ff with

Frost-Proof

154-1b, siva freezer

Frigidaire Rant Nehru liftoff door, big storage arm

$18995

.

,

t

tithil9c
'
? 25.
Bananas
4 with 5-lbs.
••• Potatoes
9c with 3 lbs

TOP VALUE
STAMPS
exc(uding-tobacco ancl
fresh or froien milk
product. and in addition to any other purchase risouiremen1
Good thru Tues., July
13th. ,rhlf One

kagu.s:pe
Keitnhtucr,kv ynS
2a w

7

a

)125
13 Et3hCia 2SplbiceSdherAneaaincioah
,
,,,In,
N fi(lTurke Roast
25.ot.Quick
pahtetfie
'
r 50;",ieteh, 2 head

100
EXTRA
with this coupon
and $5.00 purchase,

the

Family

Pee 1.14re it le
Frigldeire

Pau
Ped
rep(
whi

I. h.

FRESH
HENS

L. I. GATLIN IL

tab
He
job
at
pin

19

Lu ayes

S ltscationa

APPLIANCE
GATLIN

YELLOW
SQUASH

FRESH
PICNIC

A
I. L

Lew
by
Mc
Lan

Tender Fresh

Whole Lean

MEL-O-SOFT
SANDWICH
BREAD

3-Lb. Can 01 48-0?.

Shortening

HAM SLICES

2 Lb. Bag 79

Skral/ 3045 ...

290

CRISCO VEGETABLE

Pure Pork
Sausage

but I

with
reac

Kitty Brand

MACRON!

Grade A
Fryers

Can

FRESH
PEACHES

KROGER

Bruce's Cut

Franks
1b. 620 YAMS

Doz. 39$

Blue Plate

25

FRUIT COCKTAIL 16o,

Gal.
2-Limit
A
Grade
Montesi
Fred
large all white infertile

EGGS

12"x25'

BOSTON ROLL
ROAST

kl-C
DRINKS

Reynolds

FRESH PORK
STEAKS 510
LB.

25*

BLEACH

Jumbo Roll

FOIL ALUMINUM

center coal.2
9

one
eith

Ripe Red

eel

TOWELS

first cut Lb.15,

JELLIES

Choice Tenderay

All Flavors

290 'SALT
MEAT

3-Limit

elec

2

With his coupon Ina
$5.00 additional put.
chase. excluding to
bacco and fresh or
frozen milk products.
Good thru Tuesday,
July 13th Unlit One.
(Subject to aPplIcagle
state & local taxes)

On1011S
With A dozen
)
I .00 omons
)Sn with 50-lb. Peat or a
•
Bale Sphagnum

f•

,

Cloud Sunday
C
•4
: 'AL-•

17

